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Howard Wants
To Stay

Jose Canseco sent
back to Oakland in a
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Green named USG vice president
Weckesser
removed amid
controversy
By TANYA MARKUL
VINCEGUERRIERI
The BG News

and

Nathan Green, formerly USG
director of National, State and
Community Affairs, was appointed USG Vice President in

Student Government
Monday's meeting.
Green was appointed, after
some debate, to fill the position
vacated by Jimmy Weckesser,
who was removed from office
because of "his probationary record," according to a memo from
USG Graduate Adviser Eileen
Sullivan to Scott Carr, head of
Student Court.
Weckesser will continue to
serve in USG as head of the constitutional review board and spe-

cial assistant to the executive
branch.
Weckesser admitted that he
was not in good standing with the
University, but said it had nothing to do with his grades. He said
that he was removed from office
due to a minor break of the student code, and would not elaborate.
According to the USG constitution, the president and vice
president must be in good standing. The Recognition Guidelines
for Student Organizations at the
University also states that offi-

is a member of a certain organization."
USG members also felt Weckesser's removal denied him due
process as stated in the USG conNathan Green stitution.
"I feel that the whole situation
new USG Vice President should have went through a due
process as stated by the constitution," said Rob Pietruszka, USG
cers of an organization must be statement that is echoed by chief legislative officer. "There
in good standing.
several USG members.
has also been no consideration to
Weckesser said he felt as
"Jimmy did a fine job as vice the situation at hand from the
though he has been singled out by president," said Matt Holmes, administration."
the University and the case has USG cabinet member. "I feel that
been blown out of proportion, a he is being penalized because he
• See GREEN, page three.

"It is tough to come in under controversy and
knowing not everybody is supportive of me

Snowy Chat
t
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A kiosk, like this one located between the Centrex building and
Kohl Hall, helps to foster communication among students.
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Kiosks
back on
campus

y

The BC News
Some might not have even noticed they were missing.
However, the informatory sights
for students, faculty, and just
about anybody to look at, take
notes on, and learn from are on
their way back to the University
campus.
Yes, the kiosks are returning.
The informative structures are
seen to be a key element for students' social and communicating
abilities. University President

■ *

m
BG Ncwi Phota by Amy Vaa Hani

Craduate students (l-r) Holly Clark, Angela Hass, and Hsi-Ling Huang stop outside the Union to chat, not letting the heavy snow bother them.

• See KIOSKS, page three.

O. J. Simpson's civil trial ends
Attorneys deliver
closing arguments,
await verdict from
deliberating jurors
The Associated Press

AuacUttd PITH pkata
O.J. Simpson relaxes in a car outside his civil trial in Santa Monica, Calif. Simpson's defense lawyer delivered the trial's closing arguments on
Monday.

SANTA MONICA, Calif. - In a
powerful finale, O.J. Simpson's
lawyer urged jurors Monday to
risk being politically incorrect,
embrace Simpson as an innocent
man and "give him his Ufe back."
"O.J. Simpson simply is innocent," attorney Robert Baker
said in his final remarks of the
wrongful death trial. "He didn't
dolt."
Speaking in a near whisper
during a two-hour speech. Baker
said there was neither motive nor
time for Simpson to slash Nicole
Brown Simpson and Ronald

Goldman to death on June 12,
1994.
He urged jurors to reject appeals of sympathy for the victims' families and consider instead the plight of Simpson, who
is being sued for potentially millions of dollars though he was acquitted of murder.
"He has been vilified and ridiculed," Baker said. "You can give
him his life back and render a
verdict like was done before and
give Justin and Sydney their dad
back."
Baker's closing was followed
by rebuttal arguments from attorneys Daniel PetrocelU and
Tom Lambert, and the jury
wasn't likely to get the case until
Tuesday. At least nine of the 12
Jurors must agree to find Simpson responsible for the deaths
and award damages to the victims' families.
PetrocelU asked jurors what a

"O.J. Simpson simply
is innocent."
attorney Robert Baker
at closing arguments in civil trial
guilty man does when faced with
overwhelming evidence.
"What does he do? What does
this guy do? He hires an army of
lawyers, experts, investigators,
consultants ... They sit down and
they figure out what to say about
all this evidence," he said.
"What you have heard in this
courtroom, ladles and gentlemen,
for the last four months. Is what a
guilty man has to say in response
to all this evidence: 'It's all planted. It's all contaminated. All the
photos are fake.... Every witness
is lying or mistaken. There is a

conspiracy the likes of which
never before has been witnessed
- all to get me.' ... That's what a
guilty man does," PetrocelU said.
Mindful of recent polls showing growing doubts about Simpson's acquittal, Baker asked the
unsequestered panel to disregard
the idea the public wants Simpson to be held responsible for the
murders.
"The media has told the world
it is politically correct to be ant iO J. Simpson, and you, ladies and
gentlemen, are the buffers," he
said. "You have to weigh the evidence through your common
sense."
He hammered home an argument of evidence contamination,
planting and tampering by devious detectives.
He spoke of bloody gloves and
socks showing up where they
• See SIMPSON, page five.
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Bias shown in everyday language
Words are. of course, the most
powerful drug used by mankind.
-Rudyard Kipling
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Language is the descriptor of
our reality. Symbols make words,
words make phrases, sentences
are created and communication Is
made possible. Translating reality
Is the purpose of our speech, and
the reason we communicate with
each other. For us, words mean
truth. People can arrange words
into a He. (pigs can fly") but the
words themselves: "pigs", "can"
and "fly" are concrete. The craziness of such a phrase lies In Its
direct assault on the truth of the
words it contains. Flying pigs, now
that's rich.
You may recognize this excerpt:
"We hold these truths to be selfevident, that all men are created
equal, that they are endowed by
their Creator with certain unallenable Rights, that among these are
Life. Liberty, and the pursuit of
Happiness." -The Declaration of
Independence.
Like so many other young
people In our country, I was forced
to memorize this passage In some
Social Studies course during preadolescence. As a little girl. 1 don't
remember questioning the "all men
are Created equal" part. Now. I do.
Talk sense to a fool and he calls
you foolish. -Euripides
I'm sure a lot of people have
stopped reading by now--"Oh,
geez. Get a grip. It's just a word for
goodness sake. Everyone knows
'men' or 'mankind' Is Just an easy
way to refer to all human beings

and we all know boys aren't
better then girls, it's just the
way we say things." Consider
the source.
Throughout history, men
have shaped, controlled and
recorded our language. It is not
far fetched to assume that the
dominant group, when given the
opportunity to create a society's
system of communication, will
favor their own members.
Women have been historically
excluded from creaUng language. Even today the Involvement of women In rhetoric and
debate, and In fact critical
writing, is a remarkable event.
Mastering language, or public
speaking. Is a domineering act.
It requires self-assuredness (or
the "balls" to face an audience,
if you will). Instead, women may
be encouraged simply to "master the lady's art of conversaUon." Pro-active communication
has tradlUonally been men's
work.
Wise men make proverbs, but
fools repeat them, -Samuel
Palmer
In fact, men talked to men.
Men wrote down their Ideas In
the assumption that only men
would be reading them. It Is
safe to say their thoughts and
writings were meant only for
men, because presumably no
one else could possibly understand the relevance of what they
had to say. Should I be using
the past tense? Here's ,i quote
from the fifth edition of On
Writing Welfby William Zlnsser.

lous. Men of our species will
protest, for they have most
definitely been excluded from
the language of one of our
founding documents. The word
"women" does not produce an
Image of all people In our
minds, Just as "men" does not.
So why then are women (like
me) who question the use of the
omnipotent "he" labeled as
complalners or exaggerators?
Perhaps there Is a fear that
young boys who see the word
"she" used to mean everyone
will not be able to relate, or
believe in their own self-worth
as a male. Young girls are faced
with this dilemma every day.
There are a few notable
examples of writers, both men
and women, who are making
great strides In the use of "she"
and "herself" and the asexual
"they" In at least half of their
non-fiction writing. Because
more and more women are
entering traditionally male roles,
Including that of scholar, it
seems only natural to reflect
those changes in our language.
It may seem a trivial thing, but
the power of words is well
known, and Ironically well
documented throughout our
history.
Where all men think alike, no
one thinks very much -Walter
Uppman
Andrea Wood is a weekly
columnist for The News. Questions and comments can be sent
to 210 West Hall or
andreaw@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

"Perhaps
there is a fear
that young
boys who see
the word
'she' used to
mean everyone will not
be able to
relate, or
believe in
their own
self-worth as
a male.
Young girls
are faced
with this
dilemma
every day."
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Reporting Staff

a book which has sold over 700
thousand copies and is used
widely for Journalistic writing
courses: "Readers want a writer
who believes in himself and in
what he is saying. Don't diminish
that belief. Don't be kind of bold.
Be bold." This use of "he," "himself" and the like is found all
through Zinsser's book, not just on
page 114.
Zlnsser. like many writers, uses
"he" as an all-encompasser. "Man"
or "mankind" is a category under
which theoretically all others fit. It
Is a model, an established standard. It Is the dominant. It Is also
exclusive. "Man" Is another name
for our species, but It also means
the male of our species. "J^e" In
Zlnssers'On Writing Well means
all journalists, as well as male
journalists. Zinsser's Instruction
on grammar, description and
organization of a story Is explained
to the reader using a main character who Is only male. When an
author uses "he" as Zlnsser has.
readers do not associate a female
picture with the word. Just as a
flying pig Is a ludicrous vision, as
Is a woman when we read "he" or
"himself." like In the phrase
"readers want a writer who believes In himself."
That's one small step for man.
one giant leap for mankind. -Nell
Armstrong
"We hold these truths to be selfevident, that all women are created
equal..." Those who have dictated
the linguistic guidelines for our
language will tell you the previous
sentence Is Incorrect, even ridicu-
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Letters to the Editor
If you would like lo submit a Letter lo the
Editor, please follow these guidelines:
•Make sure the letter U 500 words or let.
Flea** include your address, major, academic class and phone number (phone
numbers are strictly for verification and
not for publication).
•Letters must be typed, and not hand written. Letters brought In saved on a
Macintosh-compatible disk are preferred.
• Bring the letter to Room 210 WeM Hall,
or e-mail us at bgnews.bgnet@bgsu.edu.
Be prepared to show valid Identification.
* Space limitations may prevent The BG
News from printing all letters received.
The BG News reserves the right to edit

mmmmm.

Copyright O 1997. The BG News. Bowling
Green. Ohio. Reprinting of any material in this
publication without the permission of The BG News
is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
founded in 1920 and is published daily during the
academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty. University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1997 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify
the paper of any errors in stories or photograph
descriptions.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Kiosk bill passes
Student Senate
The Issue of kiosks (outdoor
bulletin boards for public
announcments) and their disappearance from BGSU's campus
has prompted the Undergraduate
Student Government to take
action. During Its first meeting of
this semester held on January 13.
Senate Bill 96-97-11 was presented as Emergency Legislation
and was approved by Unanimous
Acclamation of the Senate. It was
sponsored by Senators Kerry
Aullzla. Chad DeVeaux, and Manic
Wahba. At Large, and Senator Tom
Groszko. College Democrats
Representative. The Bill calls for
the replacement of kiosks In six
locations where they have previously existed, including:
1. near the University Union as
part of the Mall
2. near the Education Building on
the West side near the Eppler
Complex
3. near Harshman Quadrangle at
the Northwest corner near
Conklin
4. near Krelscher Quadrangle at
the Southwest corner
5. near the Art Building at the
Southwest corner
6. near McFall Center
The purpose of this legislation Is
to suggest locations for
additional kiosks. We also wish to
bring attention to
the issue of free speech at BGSU.

There are numerous retrictlons
enforced by the University
concerning the posting of fliers
and announcements, such as
the prohibition of fliers In
Olscamp Hall. These community
bulletin boards are one of the
few "legal" ways that members
of the campus community and
student organizations can
promote meetings, events, etc.
Kiosks are essential to every
BGSU student's right of free
speech and we hope they will be
replaced without further delay.
Kerry Aullzla
Junior
Political Science

BGSU needs
better service
I recently had an incident
occur in the science library that
points to a larger problem at
this university — a lack of
service orientation (i.e.. tendencies to be helpful, thoughtful,
considerate, and cooperative)
from certain members of the
BGSU staff. One of the staff
members at the front desk was
speaking well above conversational level for a good period of
time, disturbing my study. I
asked her to lower her voice and
Instead of complying, she told
me that there were other areas
of the library I should move to if
I wanted to study undisturbed. I

was always under the impression
that a modicum of quietness
should be the standard throughout
the library premises.
I personally have experienced
many other Instances of uncooperative and sometimes outright
rude and patronizing behavior
from various members of the
BGSU staff, admittedly confined to
the libraries as these are where I
come into contact with the staff
the most. In fact, when writing this
up. my office-mate recounted
several critical Incidents of her
own of inappropriate behavior on
the part of BGSU staff members. If
these instances were confined to
several individuals or were rare In
their occurrence, they wouldn't be
so disturbing. On the contrary, I
have personally experienced
Instances such as these, seen
others being treated In similar
manners, and heard stories of
such Instances far too many times
for this negative pattern of behavior to be taken lightly.
From certain staffs' perspectives, some students can be rude
and immature and thus may foster
the creation of a negative stereotype. This In no way Justifies
treating students in an unprofessional manner. I am in no way
suggesting that a service orientation Is lacking for all or even most
of the staff members here at
BGSU. I am suggesting that those
few who do lack this orientation
are possibly: (a) creating a negative
impression in students' minds of

staff members in particular and
BGSU In general (those who
handle alumni donations should
be concerned here), and (b)
making things difficult for the
student, decreasing their
productivity, and thus, decreasing the attractiveness of this
school to future entrants (e.g..
It's not unusual for prospective
students to Inquire about things
like, how's the library? Is it easy
to sign up for classes? Is the
administration efficient?").
I finally suggest that a major
goal of the administration at
BGSU should be to improve the
service orientation of the staff
members. I have two good
reasons. First, research has
shown service orientation to be
a nontechnical aspect of job
performance,that Is Important
for a variety of Jobs. Second, our
new core values include: (a)
respect for one another, (b)
cooperation, (c) intellectual and
spiritual growth, (d) creative
imaginings, and (e) pride in a
Job well done. Without a strong
service orientation among the
staff, the endorsement of the
first two core values may be
directly affected and the endorsement of the other values
may be indirectly affected...for
everyone.
Chet Robie
Graduate student
Industrial/Organizational
Psychology

Correction
The University office of multicultural affairs
was a co-sponsor
of the "America In
Black and White"
series Wednesday
at Jerome Library. The office
was omitted In a
previous story regarding the event.
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Chrysler plant search set back
Local village loses
interest in hosting
new Jeep factory

Harman, mayor of this town IS
miles northeast of Bowling
Green. "With the Jeep plant
bringing in 5,000 employees, it
would just be a real burden.
"I feel it belongs in Toledo,
where it is now."
The Associated Press
Chrysler plans to replace two
WOODVILLE - Thanks, Chrys- plants In Toledo, about 17 miles
ler, but no thanks.
to the northwest, where it builds
Village leaders anxious to keep Jeep Wranglers and Cherokees.
this bedroom community nice
The No. 3 auto manufacturer
and quiet have told Chrysler that wants to build a new factory in
it's not interested in making a Toledo or within 50 miles of the
pitch for the automaker's new $1 city. Toledo, however, has been
billion Jeep plant.
given preferential consideration.
"Primarily we are a small bedLast week, Chrysler asked for
room community," said Richard information about possible sites

Toledo mom
fights courts
for custody
of 9-year-old

in this village of 2,000 people,
Harman said. The company,
which may begin building the
plant in a few months, asked for
an immediate response
But after talking things over
with the Village Council, Harman
told Chrysler Woodville wasn't
interested.
A telephone message left at
Chrysler was not returned Monday.
Harman cited a recent survey
that found most of the residents
want to remain a "small, nice,
quiet community."
That's the way barber Paul
Hammer wants things.

"It would be nice, but I'm not
sure the community is ready for
the painful growth that would
come with it," he said.
Council President Jan Busdeker said Jeep would bring
more traffic to the area. The
village averages about 12,000 vehicles a day on U.S. 20 - the main
route through town.
But Corinne Gentry, owner of
Woodmorc Auto Auction Inc.,
said Jeep arrival would mean
progress.
"I think the more business we
can get the better," she said.
Chrysler also is being wooed
by Michigan officials.

Around Bowling Green
Food Operations does their part for environment
Food Operations has a new plan to buy 100% post-consumer recycled napkins for the dining halls that will not only help the environment but will also save money, according to David Crooks,
director of the University Union.
The recycled materials are as good or better than the virgin
materials and they are also cheaper, Crooks said.
"We are part of the solution by recycling and buying recycled
products," Crooks said.
Food Operations has been using Second Nature brand recycled
napkins in the Union, along with other recycled goods, such as
trash bags.
The campus community uses 40,000 pounds of cardboard each
month. The amount recycled is processed through the Bowling
Green Recycling Center and sent to Wisconsin Tissue. BGSU has
then committed to purchase napkins made of the recycled corrugated cardboard.
"It is a win-win situation," Crooks said.
-SCHAB

Bowling Green holds budget hearings this
week

Playing With Energy

The city of Bowling Green will have its 1997 budget hearings
Jan. 28,29 and 30, in the Council Chamber at 304 Church St.
Tuesday's hearings will be from 5 p.m. to 8:15 p.m. Wednesday's hearings will be from 4 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. Thursday's hearings will be from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.

The Associated Press

BGNET up and running

TOLEDO - A mother said
Monday that she would defy a
court order and go to jail rather
than give up custody of her
9-year-old son to her former husband, who lives in Michigan.
"I may get arrested ... but I'm
not going to give him up without
a fight," Darlene Coldwell said
Monday.
Ms. Coldwell, 35, said she was
considering whether to flee
Toledo with her son, Michael.
"I have to look out for his best
interest. The question is: am I
honestly looking out for his best
interest if I leave the city and go
underground? I don't know," she
said.

A day and a half after malfunctioning, BGNET was brought
back to life on Saturday by the University Department of Computer Services.
The system went down on Thursday and was inoperable for
nearly 36 hours. The malfunction was caused by overuse.

KIOSKS
Continued from page one.

nounce meetings," Aulizia said.
"Not having them limits students' amount of free speech due
to the limits students already
have."

Sidney Ribeau formally announced the kiosks' return at his
State of the University address
BG Ntwi Plixo by Kelly Dktrlch
on Jan. 17.
Josh Chapin, junior business
Teacher Jeanne Wright is showing Alexis Kanda and Amy Wettergreen how to "play with energy."
"The kiosks are a very ImporThe Breathing and Relaxation Mini-Course held in the Business-Administration building Sunday
tant community builder," said major, said he feels that without
showed students the technique of Tai Chi.
Marcie Wahba, USG Senator at- the kiosks, students would be loslarge. "Not having them limits ing information that would otherwise be unattainable.
our ability to communicate."
"The kiosks give students inAccording to Kerry Aulizia,
STATEUSG Senator al large, the bill formation about organizations,
was written due to the concern what is going on in the communifrom organizations on campus ty and on campus, and what
about limiting students' free bands are playing at what bars,"
speech.
Chapin said. "Furthermore, they
"Kiosks are one important way could help someone find their
But City Prosecutor John Lohn students can communicate mes- lost dog."
Bob Smith, director of the Me- dren from material that they're
dina County District Library, has simply not ready for," said has said the library is not crimi- sages, put up flyers, and an-MARKUL
praised the computers as Shawn Vallery, a member of a nally liable. Medina County
research tools. But some resi- parents' group that is asking the Prosecutor Dean Holman said he
dents are appalled that children library to limit Internet access is reviewing the law.
Library Trustee Ian Haberman
can use the machines to access by youngsters.
harder for him to do his job.
graphic sexual material.
The group has suggested offer- has said he would like parents to Continued from page one.
"It Is tough to come in under
Smith said library officials are ing separate computers. Com- monitor how their children use
listening to the debate.
Weckesser also warned stu- controversy and knowing not
puters for adults would offer the Internet but did not know
"We realize that there are regular access; others, designat- how that could be done.
dents about their rights in the everybody Is supportive of me
being in office, not necessarily
things on the Internet that cause ed for kids, would be outfitted
eyes of the University.
concern, but we also want to keep with software that filters out
"The University has not taken because of who I am, but because
The library board of trustees
access as open as we can for peo- sexual material.
has scheduled a Feb. 5 forum on students seriously and will not of the circumstances that the
Some residents say Ohio laws the issue.
ple who need valuable informaunless students stand up for their former vice president has been
tion from it," he said.
that protect minors prohibit litaken out of office," Green said.
"This Is the Issue of the mo- rights," he said.
Smith believes a compromise braries from allowing juveniles ment for libraries," said Deborah
Weckesser said he will continUSG president Tara Gore said
to view sexual material on the In- Uebow of the American Library ue to voice his opinion and he has this meeting signified the end of
can be worked out.
"There's a need to protect chil- ternet.
confidence in Green. Weckesser a long week, and regrets WeckAssociation.
said he will also take further ac- esser's departure.
"All I'd like to say right now is
tion If need be.
Green, who was approved to I'm sorry to see him go," Gore
fill the position by the USG sen- said. "It shows his dedication to
ate by a 16-4 vote, said due to the organization to stay on as a
"It is a negotiated rate that is controversy it is going to be member of the cabinet."
Blue Shield of Ohio.
stand to profit from the sale.
The attorney general's office well below his market rate," Ms.
Attorney General Betty Montgomery filed the lawsuit July 11 hired Cleveland lawyer Marvin Pappas said.
to block the deal In which Nash- Karp to handle the case In CuyaThe sale is pending before the
ville, Term, based Columbla-H- hoga County Common Pleas Ohio Department of Insurance,
CA, a for-profit hospital chain, Court. Karp will be paid $125 an which must approve the deal.
would buy Ohio's largest health hour, said Leah Pappas, MontThe Controlling Board, which
gomery's director of special Includes six legislators and a
Insurer for $299 million.
Montgomery objected to $15.5 counsel.
president who represents Gov.
million in payments for three
She said the complexity of the George Voinovich, also released
Blue Cross executives should the case and Karp's experience $2.3 million for a study to pre• Columbia Court-22 left
deal go through. She also said the makes him worth more than the pare computers in the Ohio De• Mercer Manor-6 left
price for Blue Cross may be too $95-an-hour rate the state pays partment of Human Services for
the year 2000.
low, shortchanging charities that most outside counsel.
• Field ManoMOIeft

Parents debate kids' Internet access
Pornography web
sites available on
library computers
spark deep concern
The Associated Press
MEDINA - How easy should it
be to access the Internet?
The issue has been a hot topic
in this northeast city since
December, when six teen-age
boys were found giggling at pornography they found while surfing the Internet on the Medina library computer.

GREEN

Cleveland lawyer hired to represent state
Proposed sale
of Blue Cross
prompts lawsuit
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - The state Controlling Board on Monday approved the hiring of a Cleveland
lawyer to represent the state In
Its lawsuit against Blue Cross &

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Announces
Apartments for Fall '97
• Frazee Avenue-3 left
• Ridge Manor-FULL

PISANELLO'S
Open Weekdays at 4 p.m.; Open at Lunch Fri., Sat. & Sun.

352-5166
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Add Breadsticks $2
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kft'352-5166 .
FREE DELIVERY!

_ Not valid with any other otter. Coupon not necessary. ■
Chicago Style Extra. Expires 2-28-97
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12 Slices
Your Best Value
Good at all participating!
| locations.

Collegiate 4-H!

FREE PIZZA!!!
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BEAT THE SPrtlNG RUSH!
224 E. Wooster

352-0717
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Tired of
throwing
your weight
around?

American Heart
Association^«
RgMngH—a Da——

Exercise.
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CAR CARE■

Remember to winterize your car by taking the followfrtpff
safety? measures BEFORE ythe snow falls aga^

Winter Safety Ti
• Always travel with a full tank of gas

CHECK BEFORE DRIVING:

• Allow yourself plenty of extra travel time when the roads are b

• ignition system
• batteisjfabarged

• Try not to travel alc^p^carpool with friends or travel in a convoy
with another vehicli^^s
■$$[}£■
•If you live outside BG(s city limits, call the Higqw^Fatrol to check

brakes adjusted
wiper blades
defroster
snow tires installed
• exhaust syste
tight
• chains
• winter-gradi

• ligh^j-^
•
•
•
•
•
•

road conditions before you leave home. Should hazardous driving
conditions, exist, note the officer's name and time of your call, contact yoQi'b^f/t.a.'s of the situation and follow-up when you return to
campusSYdu should be able to make up any missed work.

tire ffead
cooling system
fuel system
lubrication
antifreeze
heater

Pacfcy'our car with the following items:
warm blankets
facial tissue
extra clothing
compass and maps
first aid kit
flashlight
^.booster cables
two tow chains

• paper towels
• non-perishable food
• matches and candle^,
• knife
• windshield scraper
• sacks of sand and/or
kitty litter
• shovel
BG N«wt Graph* by Dana Wamock

Sourca Smdaro AHairi. Hani H. Smttf Orf-CAmpus Student Cantt*

Cold weather tough on automobiles
Valuable winter tips for owners
will keep cars running smoothly
By PENNY BROWN
The BG News

Winter is still around in full
force, and while it may be a challenge to get out of bed for class,
it can also be a challenge for a
car to stay up and running.
However, simple precautions
can keep an automobile running
and off the side of the road during winter months.
The Hazel H. Smith OffCampus Student Center has put
out a list of winter safety tips.
Included in this list is the suggestion to carry a winter storm kit ~
which means packing the car
with items such as extra clothing,
non-perishable food, a shovel,
and sacks of sand, among other
things. Copies of the list are
available at the center.
However, a car also may need
additional attention before it is
able to run its best.
"The most important thing to
do is to follow the maintenance
schedule and owner's manual of
the vehicle," said Terry Stetler, a
mechanic at Lyric Auto. "We
often see with student cars that
they fail to keep up with the regular maintenance, which is crucial to keep the car running at its
best."
There are other things that Stetler noted are important to check,
such as making sure that the antifreeze is up to strength and that
the electrical system is in top
condition.
"Extra stresses are placed on
the electrical system during the
winter," Stetler said. *The bat-

tery terminals need to be kept
clean and the battery must be
checked to ensure that the electrolytes are at their proper level.
The alternator belt also must be
tensioned properly."
As well as caring for the car's
inside, there are additional
things that must be done to the
outside of the car, according to
Heritage III Professional Auto
Cleaning owner David Lee.
"The most important thing that
drivers can do is to keep their car
washed as soon as a big snow
storm goes through This will get
the salt off the car and will stop
or slow down corrosion," L«e
said.
Lee also suggested having the
car waxed or polished before
winter hits In order to make it
easier to wash and to protect the
finish until warmer weather returns and the roads are no longer
salted.
Stetler suggested that since the
average student frequently takes
many short trips in their cars, the
oil needs to be changed often every three months or 3,000
miles for gas engines, and every
two months or 2,000 for diesel
engines. He also suggested doing
highway driving in order for the
car to become properly warmed
up.
"Check tire pressure regularly, as tire pressure will drop as a
function of colder temperatures," Stetler said. "Properly inflated tires will handle better on
ice and snow and will give better

ALPHA XI DELTA
proudly announces it's

•Ss<*>-+
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Taking precautions during the winter months is one of the important keys to keeping a car in good shape.

fuel economy. Tires which are at
the wrong pressure can cause a
dangerous situation, especially at
high speeds on highways."
Bill Blair, Director of Public
Works for the city of Bowling
Green, said that the city has a
complex system for getting
crews out to clear the roads.
"Our main concern is clearing

r
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Main and Wooster streets and
getting the overpasses cleared,"
Blair said. "We concentrate on
the heavy traffic areas first and
then work down to secondary
streets, residential areas and alleys."
"We try to get routes to industries cleared in coordination
with their work shifts. We then
concentrate on routes to schools

PSST

\/

Dimers 6-9 pm
Srore of Green
Soul Plumbers
(conremporory blues)
Soul Plumbers
Dimers 6-9 pm .
Disco Nighr
Larino Nighr

Friday :
Sorurdoy:
Wednesday:
Sunday:

and other businesses," Blair said.
"We also keep the route to the
hospital cleared as much as possible."
"We often get complaints from
residents because they think
their areas should be cleared
first," Blair said. "However, It
wouldn't do us any good to clear
their areas when they would only

run Into uncleared main roads."
Drivers needing assistance can
call one of BG's many towing
services, or the Wood County
AAA Auto Club emergency road
service at 354-2511. Students who
can't make it to the University
due to automotive problems
should keep documentations
from the emergency in order to
be excused from missed classes.

FRATERNITY RUSH!
GREEK OPEN HOUSES!
Visit Bowling Green's Fratenities!
January 28 and 29
7:30-9:30 P.M. BOTH DAYS!

GO GREEK!
For more info call
The Interfraternity Council Office
372-2846

BG DINING GUIDE
»Try Our New Phi My Steak or Chicken!«
HOW. Poe Road
jPhllly, Fries &
ONLY J Monday - Saturday 7am^9pm

;20oz.Soda
QODFUEVS FAMILY

$5.50 j j^^.

1027 N. Main
Bowling Groan. OH
352-4178

Groat Food
A Ice Cream

nmaTAUKANT

(Across From Foodtown)
1021 S. Main St-Bowling Green, OH 43402
(419)352-0123

$ 1.99 Breakfast Special
Mon. - Sat. OPEN - 11:00 a.m.
2 eggs; 2 bacon or 2 sausage links; or
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Hoi Roast Beef with
Mashed Potatoes & Gravy
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fofflty Restaurant

T**W*-ft* #•*?
S""'"" Oomad •* Operated!

BGSU

353-1890

FREE DELIVERY!
°" - Sat 10am - 9pm

M

"^?
iches

Sandu|

2 pancakes or toast; and potatoes or coffee

Best Deal in B.G.
Sat. and Sun.

FRIENDLY'S

8:00 a.m. - 1 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT BREAKFAST
BUFFET
$4.75

Value to
Patron FREE; CMSSIClrVRgER.

Save Up To

l&.l?

With the purchase of One(i) Classic Burger of equal or
greater value at the regular price.
Not vaNd holiday ■ and aubtect» rutai of uta. Ona coupon par paraon, par day. Not valid vrti
any otrw promotional ortar or alacount Valua 0001 UHa. Expkatton Daw: Odobar 30. IB97

Kermit's Family Restaurant
307 S. Main St. • BG • 354-1388
BGSU's BREAKFAST PLACE
(Serving Breakfast All Day)

with the purchase of a

Downtown BG
352-2595
££&
open at 11 am «e^K
$■

Cocktail
after 9 pm
Mon.-Thurs.
AAAAA

Home Cooked
Meals

Specials
Daily

Specials Every Night & Day
Open until 8:00 p.m. Mon.-Fri. 2.-00 p.m. Sat. A Sun.
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Garbage man wins lottery

PepsiCo completing withdrawal from Burma

Overnight millionaire
reports to job, will
stay until pension
The Associated Press
NEW YORK -- Sergio Martini
became a rich man overnight but
is still reporting to work, doing a
job some people wouldn't do for a
million bucks.
"I'm not the kind of guy to stay
home and do nothing," the
12-year New York City garbage
man said Monday, working hatless in 15-degree wind chill during a shift that started at midnight.
"I feel more energetic now
since winning," Martini added,
taking dripping coffee cups out
of the bottom of a litter basket. "I
only have to work one Job now."
The 50-year-old father of four
won a $10.3 million Powerball lottery jackpot on Thursday. He
will get about $370,000 a year for
20 years.
Up until last week. Martini had
worked double shifts for the city
Sanitation Department and drove
his brother's taxi to pay the bills.
He quit the taxi job a day after
winning the lottery.
But Martini, who, according to
the city makes a base salary of
about $40,000 and a total of
around $70,000 with overtime,
insisted he will stay on the garbage beat for at least 2 1/2 more
years to qualify for his pension.
In the meantime, he said, "I've
got to find a hobby or something."
Martini's beat includes some of
the most stylish neighborhoods

Associated Press phois

Millionaire garbage man Sergio Martini flings a bag of garbage into a sanitation truck while working his
route in Times Square in New York Monday. Martini, a 50-year-old father of four from Brewst er, N.Y. is
back on the job he has held after recently winning a New York Powerball Lottery worth $10.3 million.
Martini insists he will not quit his trash collecting job despite his newfound wealth.
of his native Manhattan but still
Is dangerous. There are rats,
chemicals, toxins, needles name the nastlness of New York
City and Martini's handled It
Four New York City sanitation
workers have been killed on the
Job since 1992.
"If that was me," co-worker
Joe Glammarino said, "you'd be
doing that story in the Bahamas."

"Hawaii," said Martini's supervisor, Frederick Orttner.
Along Martini's route, Marinos
Franzlskos, manager of the
Times Square Dell on 43rd
Street, said: "The guy makes $10
million and he still wants to
work? That's beautiful."
Martini, who commutes more
than 50 miles to work from suburban Brewster, said that be-

few who had put away their note
pads opened them again and began Jotting notes.
"Think about the gloves for a
minute," Baker told them at one
point. "You could see they were
too tight on the video... and they
just fall off at such convenient
places."
Baker told jurors that former

Detective Mark Fuhrman plant- the case. Both times, plaintiffs
ed a glove to frame Simpson for objected that Baker was violatthe killings.
ing a court order forbidding him
"That's planted evidence. from raising the issue.
There's no question about it," he
said, "it's done by Fuhrman and
The judge upheld the objecthere's no question about it."
tions and admonished Baker.
Baker twice raised the question of why Fuhrman didnt personally testify about his role In

fore he won the lottery, bills had
pushed him to the brink of bankruptcy. His 7-year-old Suzuki car
just turned 201,000 miles, and he
banged it up on a patch of ice
driving to work a day after winning the jackpot.
"We were so poor, so many
things to do, living day by day,"
he said

SIMPSON
Continued from page one.
didn't belong and said, "We have
blood at the most amazing
places."
"Ladles and gentlemen, the
evidence In this case simply Is
not trustworthy," said Baker.
"It's not worthy of your belief."
Jurors listened Intently, and a
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is doing
it...
Join us for our
open house

HOT JUSI RADUT0BSI
We Are Now
CERTIFIED tor A/C
REPAK« RECHARGE

IMAGINE

•Heater Installation
•Heater Cores
•Water Pumps
•Gas Tanks
• General Auto Repair
Sales, Installations
and Repair

The Unique Boutique

FREE PIZZA
&
PRIZES

HAS MOVED!
Visit us at 445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat 11-9
Sunday 12-6
352-3306

WED. JAN. 29
9:00 PM
II3BA

352-5133
520 S. MAPLE
BOWLING GREEN
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NEWMAN'S MARATHON
I

525 N. Main St. and W. Merry Ave.

/

353-1311

An American Company Serving America
'TUNE-UP SPECIALTLUBE,'OIL & Fl'LTER ;'TIRE ROTATION'
;Wilh 4 CYLINDER $36.95 : $16.95
.Sgriga :
& BALANCE
'This 6 CYLINDER $40.95 :.SOB.M««honc«
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FRAZIER REAMS
FELLOWSHIPS
FOR RISING SENIORS WITH INTEREST IN
PUBLIC AFFAIRS
The Frazier Reams Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship
Program was established in 1973 in recognition of Frazier Reams,
Sr and his distinguished service in the broadcasting industry as a
member of Congress and as a Trustee of Bowling Green State
University.
Two (2) Fellowships may be granted annually to rising'
seniors (attending BGSU for two semesters of senior year) who
intend to pursue careers in public affairs (speech communication,
broadcasting, journalism, political or governmental service, public
' health, community service, law or some other public affairs field). A
minimum 3.2 GPA is required.
Applications are available at the Miletl Alumni Center.
DEADLINE: MARCH 3.1B97

NEW YORK - PepsiCo Inc. said Monday it is severing its last
business ties to Burma, becoming the biggest company to withdraw from the country over Its alleged human rights abuses.
PepsiCo spokesman Keith Hughes said Monday that the $30
billion conglomerate has stopped shipping soft drink syrup to Its
Burmese bottler.
"This sends an Important signal to companies currently doing
business in Burma that this is not the time to Invest in Burma,"
said David M. Schilling, an executive with the Interfaith Center
on Corporate Responsibility, an association of 275 religious
communities and pension funds.
Companies that have already left Burma include Eddie Bauer,
Levi Strauss amd Liz Claiborne.
PepsiCo said In May that it was selling its 40 percent stake in
the bottling venture for business reasons and in response to public sentiment toward Burma's military regime. But it continued
supplying the syrup.
The final cutoff was made "based on our assessment of the
spirit of U.S. government foreign policy toward Burma," Hughes
said.
Hughes said PepsiCo has been assured the bottler will "take
steps to make sure all production and distribution of our products In Burma are ceased by May 31."
The United States cut off economic aid to Burma after the military crushed a 1988 popular uprising and renamed the former
British colony Myanmar, Its pre-colonial name. President Clinton last year barred Burmese government officials from U.S.
visits, but some American companies operate there.
The Burmese bottling venture, Pepsi-Cola Products Myanmar
Ltd., was formed In 1991 with businessman U Thein Tun. Industry sources said it had sales of $3.2 million in 1995 and accounted for about 80 percent of all soft drink sales in the country.
Protests last year came from Pepsi's big target market - high
school and college students - and cost the company business.
Harvard University turned down Pepsi for a $1 million contract
and Stanford decided not to allow a Taco Bell, a PepsiCo restaurant, on campus after 2,000 students petitioned the university to
sever ties with companies doing business in Burma.

FBI suspends whistle blower whose charges led
to criticism of FBI lab
WASHINGTON - The FBI has suspended a scientist-agent
whose charges led to a still-secret Justice Department report
critical of some FBI crime lab workers. A Republican senator
said Monday the suspension "appears to be a reprisal."
The agent, Frederic Whitehurst, once an FBI crime lab supervisor, was put on administrative leave with pay Friday afternoon
and barred from entering any FBI building, even as a guest, according to a letter from Acting Lab Director Donald W. Thompson Jr. The FBI took Whitehurst's badge and gun, said Whitehurst's lawyer, Stephen Kobn.
The action came just days after FBI Director Louis J. Freeh
received a report from the Justice Department's inspector general that officials said criticizes the work of some FBI lab employees and a report from a special investigative counsel who
looked Into an alleged press leak by Whitehurst.
Thompson's letter said only that Whitehurst was suspended
"pending our review of information In the possession of the Department of Justice" and added that the move "does not indicate
that you have engaged in any inappropriate conduct."
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Study warns of heart disease Amnesty sought
Teen-agers who
smoke, ingest fatty
foods increase risk
of artery blockage
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Teen-agers
may Increase their risk of heart
disease later In life by smoking
or eating fatty foods, according
to a study of autopsy results that
found artery blockage in young
people who died accidentally.
The study found dramatic differences in the severity of fatty
deposits on the arteries of teen-

agers and other young people,
depending on whether they
smoked or ate diets rich in fat.
Fatty deposits and lesions were
found in the major arteries of
young people with high levels of
cholesterol In their blood, according to the autopsies performed on 1,079 men and 364
women between the ages of IS
and 34.
The amount of fatty deposits
increased with age, and the difference between subjects with
high and low cholesterol showed
up as early as age IS, according
to the study published In the January issue of Arteriosclerosis,
Thrombosis and Vascular Biology

Although studies based on autopsies of American soldiers
killed during the Korean and
Vietnam wars found similar results, this is the first large
sample of data from young women, said Dr. Basil Rifkind, of the
National Heart, Lung and Blood
Institute, which sponsored the
research.
The researchers said their
study disproves the notion that
women, who generally have
heart attacks 10 years later then
men, do not have to alter their
diets as early In life as men.
"It pretty firmly adds another
large piece to the jigsaw puzzle
and says the problems of diet and
heart disease is something that

starts off early in life," Rifkind
said.
A childhood diet rich In fatty
foods can begin the progression
toward heart disease later In life,
the researchers concluded.
Children who eat a lot of
cheeseburgers and milkshakes
increase their risk of heart attacks if they do not change their
dietary habits by young adulthood, researchers said.
•The saturated fat intake and
the calories a single meal of that
sort provides Is tremendous and
make you use up your daily
rations In one meal," Rifkind
said.

Cosby admits to 'rendezvous'
Actor denies
accusations of
illegitimate child
The Associated Press

NEW YORK -- Bill Cosby, TVs
most beloved family man, acknowledged in a television interview that he had an affair with
the mother of a 22-year-old who
claims to be his illegitimate
daughter.
Cosby denied In the interview
with CBS' Dan Rather that he is
the father of the young woman.

Autumn Jackson.
of the interview that were to air
"On the birth certificate, it's Monday night.
not my name. I had not spoken to
Rather said: "What he said, and
the mother during her pregnancy these are direct quotes now, 'If
nor her delivery nor some 14 you said, "Did you make love to
months until we finally spoke," the woman?" the answer Is yes.
Cosby said, according to a partial "Are you the father?" The antranscript issued by CBS on swer is no.'"
Monday.
Cosby, who has been married
"Never - she never called me
to wife Camille for 33 years, went
and then one day when I called
back to work Monday on his CBS
her for a second rendezvous, she
came and she made the announ- show "Cosby" for the first time
since the Jan. 16 slaying of his
cement."
27-year-old son Ennis. He enIn the transcript, the comic tered the Queens studio by a back
said he had a "rendezvous" with
door and made no comment.
Ms. Jackson's mother. Rather
told The Associated Press that
Cosby spokesman David BroCosby made the nature of the re- kaw refused to say whether Coslationship clear during portions by had an affair.

oward's
Clut
Mon-Sot 12 -2:30 am
j>y210 N Main

Sun 5 -2:30 om

*^EL£CTRON

TUESDAYS
LOUD & LOCAL

DARTS

=^r(^) NO10COVER
PM

"He used the word 'rendezvous.' I'm not going to clarify
that. I'm just going to let the description stand on its own," Brokaw said. "What Mr. Cosby Is insisting is he's not the father. He
has maintained that from day
one. He knows the mother. He
knew, and does know, her mom."
Federal prosecutors charge
that on the day Ennis Cosby was
shot to death changing a flat tire
in Los Angeles, Ms. Jackson and
Jose Medina, 51, sent a fax to
Cosby's representative demanding money. She and Medina were
arrested in Cosby's lawyer's office after allegedly trying to negotiate a $24 million payoff.

Howard's Club H
would like ro congrarulore the
DGSU aerorechnology
deporrmenr
on the reinsroremenr and
reopening of enrollment
of your program!

Good Luck!

Time Is Running Out
Only 3 Days Left For

Senior Portraits
Call the
Key Yearbook
office at

372-8086
to schedule
a sitting
OPEN UNTIL 7:00
WEDNESDAY!

for activist killing
The Associated Press

JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa - Five former police
officers plan to seek amnesty
for the 1977 killing or activist
Steve Biko, whose death galvanized apartheid's opponents
and exposed to the world the
brutality of the white-led
government.
The officers will petition
South Africa's Truth and Reconciliation Commission, the
panel led by retired Anglican
Archbishop Desmond Tutu
and charged with investigating apartheid-era crimes.
Reports that five men
planned to file an amnesty petition were published Monday
In The Port
Elizabeth
Herald.
Truth Commission
spokeswoman ChristeUe Terreblanche confirmed that
the panel
Biko
was expecting amnesty applications related to Biko's death.
A source close to the five
men, speaking on condition of
anonymity, told The Associated Press that the amnesty
applications would assert that

Biko was "handled robustly,"
but that there never was any
Intention to kill him.
The Herald identified the
former officers as Col. Harold
Snyman, who led the team that
interrogated Biko; Lt. Col.
Gideon Niewoudt, a detective
sergeant at the time; Ruben
Marx, a warrant officer;
Daantjie Siebert, a captain;
and Johan Beneke, a warrant
officer.
Biko, 30, died on Sept 12,
1977. He had been arrested
and apparently beaten In Port
Elizabeth on the Indian Ocean
coast. Denied medical attention, he was driven in the back
of a police van nearly 700
miles to Pretoria, where he
died in prison. At the time,
police denied beating him.
The charismatic black
leader developed a wide following during the early 1970s,
urging South African blacks to
take pride in their culture and
to fight for control of their
country.
The white government
labeled him a terrorist.
At his funeral, pictures of
his battered body were widely
distributed and later published around the world. He
came to symbolize the victims
of apartheid brutality.
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Blake Parkins
Sports Editor
372-2602

Howard crowned Super Bowl MVP
Phenom ready to talk digits
The Associated Press

The AsfOcUlcd PrtM

Green Bay's Desmond Howard (81) returns a Super Bowl record 99-yard kickoff return as New England's Mike Cruder (27) gives chase.

NEW ORLEANS - It's the
norm for the modern NFL.
On Sunday, the Green Bay
Packers win the Super Bowl and
Desmond Howard wins the MVP.
On Monday, everyone's
thoughts turn to money.
Howard said he'd like to be
back with the Packers, particularly if he can get more time at
wide receiver.
And coach Mike
Holmgren said he'd love to have back
the man whose 99-yard kickoff
returned the momentum to
Green Bay in its 35-21 victory
over the New England Patriots.
In the middle of this steps
agent Leigh Steinberg, who
found Howard a job in Green Bay
last summer for $275,000 after
his client failed in Washington
and Jacksonville. Steinberg now
suggests seven figures would be
a nice starting point for a Super
Bowl MVP.
This is Steinberg's specialty. In
the past five Super Bowls, he's
had either the MVP or the winning quarterback or both, as in
Steve Young two years ago and
Troy Aikman in 1992.
Another Steinberg specialty is
luck. Howard, whom he signed
when he was the Heisman Trophy winner and fourth pick in the
1992 draft, happens to be the only
Packei he represents.
His third specialty is accommodation.
"Desmond wants to go back to
the Packers and I think we can
work something out," says Steinberg who has helped Dallas and
San Francisco with salary cap
problems by renegotiating and
extending deals for his players
on those teams.
"People said the Cowboys
would have no room for Darren

"Desmond wants to go back to the Packers
and I think we can work something out."

Leigh Steinberg
Howard's agent

Woodson last year and we got it
done," he said.
The Patriots, to no one's surprise, seemed ready to lose their
coach.
Bill Parcells didn't fly back to
Boston with the team. And commissioner Paul Tagliabue is to
resolve the dispute between Pats
owner Robert Kraft and Parcells,
beginning with a conference call
Tuesday.
Parcells' future dominated
Super Bowl week, particularly as
it became increasingly clear he
wants to leave the Patriots, probably for the New York Jets. The
Jets, presumably waiting for
Parcells, haven't even interviewed a potential coach in the
five weeks since Rich Kotite left.
This issue is over a 1996 addition to Parcells' contract, calling
for the agreement to expire after
this season instead of next
season. Kraft contends the only
team Parcells can coach in 1997
is New England.
If Tagliabue rules for Kraft,
the Patriots might settle for
compensation in the form of a
draft pick. The Jets hold the No.
1 pick in the draft, although it's
unlikely that would be the compensation.
As for Howard, he'll start getting his compensation now. His
first trip is the traditional one to

Disney World that goes with being Super Bowl MVP. On Tuesday night he'll appear on the David Letterman show.
Steinberg said he already has
fielded numerous phone calls
from prospective endorsers.
"I would think any product associated with speed would fit,"
Steinberg said.
This was a journey for Howard
from the top to the bottom and
back to the top again.
This year, he returned six
kicks for touchdowns, the first
and the last perhaps the most important.
The first was a punt return for
a score in an exhibition against
Pittsburgh after Howard had
missed all of training camp and
the first two exhibition games
with a hip pointer.
"I think he probably would
have been cut if he hadn't done
that," Holmgren said. "We had a
lot of quality receivers and that
opened our eyes."
He returned three punts for
touchdowns in the regular season
and another in Green Bay's 35-14
playoff win over San Francisco.
Then came the kickoff return in
the Super Bowl, the MVP trophy
and new financial horizons.
"That's nice," Howard said.
"But what I really want is a
chance to play some more."

Falcon Women suffer BG tracksters fall to
disappointing defeat two conference rivals
By BRETT THOMPSON
The BG News
The women's Falcon track
team went down to Kent State
University Saturday, riding the
momentum of last weekend's
impressive win and hungry for
another big victory. They left
even hungrier.
Bowling Green finished
fourth out of eleven teams at
the Golden Flash Invitational,
but lost to bitter MAC rivals
Kent State and Ball State University.
Kent State ran away with the
victory, racking up 137.S points
on their home track. Ball State
took second with 124.5 points
and the University of Maryland finished third with 98. BG
held off a strong University of
Toledo team to capture fourth
with 85.5 points.
Coming off a big victory the
previous weekend, the Falcons
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ByTODMcCLOSKEY
The BG News

WOMEN'S
TRACK

were not satisified with their
low finish. BG coach Steve
Price had anticipated a Falcon
victory and couldn't hide his
disappointment.
"I was disappointed with our
overall performance, because I
thought we had a good chance
to win this meet," Price said. "I
was surprised at how well Kent
and Ball State performed. They
are both very good teams,
probably two of the top teams
In the conference, but I didn't
expect them to be that far
ahead of us.
"Maryland also proved to be
a strong team, but I feel we
would have beaten them if
Kaleitha Johnson had been
healthy."
Johnson has been hindered
by a strained quadricep and

vIG
BREAK
ITY BEACH, FLORIDA

"I was disappointed
with our overall
performance,
because I thought
we had a chance to
win this meet."
Steve Price
BG track coach
was limited to running the 55
meter hurdles. Despite the injury, Johnson grabbed fifth
place in the hurdles with a 8.35.
The Falcons' disappointing
finish overshadowed some
strong individual performances, led by hurdler Kristin
Inman. Inman set a personal
record while taking third in the
200 meter hurdles, running a
• See SHORT, page eight.
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1-800-488-8828
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"We had three events that we
didn't even compete somebody
In," Sink says.
Though BG athletes were
spread few and far between, they
still sprinted to a place high
above the majority. The reason
for this: Bowling Green had a few
individuals that scored most of
the points.
Darren Braddix placed second
in both the 55 meter hurdles and
the 300 intermediate hurdles. His
time in the 55. 7.50. was the second best time in the MAC this
year.
Rah'seen Clay won both the 200
meter and the 400 meter events,
breaking Bowling Green's indoor
school records in those events
with times of 21.6 and 47.72, respectively. This season Clay has
dominated in the sprints, yet he
really has not been tested seriously so far.
Cralg Nieset flew to a first

Preferred Properties
352-9378

Now Leasing Summer & Fall
Fox Run • Haven House Manor
Piedmont • Birchwood Place
Mini Mall • Small Buildings
Frontier Housing • Houses
All residents receive a membership to

Cherrywood Health Spa
(Indoor heated swimming pool, sauna, Hydra-Spa
Whirlpool, complete exercise equipment, complete
locker room and shower facilities)

place in the 800 meter run with a
personal best of 1:52.94, which Is
a three-second improvement
from his previous best. "That
time Is a phenomenal improvement for Craig. You just don't
improve three seconds in the 800
very often," Sink remarked.
Bowling Green also fared well
In the shot put. Adam Rose and
Alex Moser placed second and
third overall, respectively.
The Falcons picked up points
from various other events, demonstrating that they can compete in big invitationals. "This
was a big improvement from the
last meet. The team right now is
a better team in the big meets,"
the coach noted.
Bowling Green comes home
rested and ready for next weekend's skirmish against Akron,
Central Michigan, and Ohio at 11
am. in the Fieldhouse.
With only three more indoor
meets left until the indoor MAC
championship, everyone will be
expected to produce more as the
season wears on.

PIZZA & SUBS

MANAGEMENT COMPANY
530 S. MAPLE ST.

" ■*■ ■■>■ ■

Saturday, the men's track team
completed the Kent Quadrangular by finishing third out of 11
teams. Only Kent and Toledo
rose above the Falcons.
Dan Flaute, one of Bowling
Green's scorers on Saturday,
said, "It was a good quality meet,
but unfortunately the two teams
that beat us were Toledo and
Kent."
The head coach, Sid Sink, was
impressed with the performance,
although he knows that this was
an early showcase of MAC
powers.
"Kent and Toledo are going to
be two of the best teams in the
MAC," Sink says.
Bowling Green did manage to
beat Ball State, another MAC
team. Even though BG finished
third, this was a limited meet for
the team. With a few athletes injured and some ineligible, Sink
decided to only take 21 members
of the team.

MEN'S
tf TRACK
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PRO BASEBALL

Canseco reunites with McGwire
Basher signs for $4.5 million
The Associated Press
OAKLAND, Calif. - The Bash
Brothers are together again.
Jose Canseco returned to the
Oakland Athletics in a trade from
Boston on Monday and will be
reunited with Mark McGwire,
with whom he formed one of the
most explosive combos in baseball in the late 1980s and early
1990s.
With Canseco and McGwire
combining for 200 homers in
1988-90, the A's won three
straight AL pennants. Canseco
had five seasons of more than 30
homers for Oakland, including 44
in 1991 and 42 in 1988.
"If McGwire and myself can
stay healthy the whole year, I
think definitely we're going to
win our division," Canseco said
in a conference call from his
home in Miami. "Potentially we
can lead the league In home
runs."
Canseco was sent back to Oakland for right-handed pitcher
John Wasdin, who was 8-7 with a
5.96 ERA last season in 25 games,
21 of them starts. The Athletics
also got cash, apparently to pay
part of Canseco's $4.5 million
base salary this season.
A's assistant general manager
Billy Beane said Boston was paying the Athletics more than
$500,000, but would not be more
specific about the amount.
Wasdin, on vacation in Montana, said he felt privileged at being traded for a star like Canseco.
"It's been soaking in the last
few days, it's a great honor,"
Wasdin said. "It says a lot. It's a
great honor and something I can
always cherish and maybe brag

about a little."
The trade had been anticipated
for several weeks. The outline of
the deal had been in place since
last week, but Canseco first had
to undergo a physical exam demanded by the Athletics.
Hampered by back, hip and
hamstring problems, Canseco
missed nearly 40 percent of Boston's games since he was acquired to be the Red Sox designated hitter in 1994.
Canseco passed a physical
exam Monday morning given by
the Florida Marlins' team physician and then played golf with
A's general manager Sandy Alderson as the deal was being finalized.
"We have significantly improved our lineup," Alderson
said in a prepared statement.
"Our five core hitters - Canseco,
McGwire, Geronimo Berroa,
Scott Broslus and Jason Giambi are as good as any In the league."
Canseco, 32, had asked the Red
Sox for a trade after they fired
his close friend, manager Kevin
Kennedy, at the end of last
season.
"Jose and I had a couple of
conversations," Red Sox general
manager Dan Duquette said. "We
weren't going to trade Jose for
the sake of trading him."
Canseco and McGwire combined for 416 homers for the A's
in 1986-92 and homered In the
same game 42 times ~ the eighth
best mark for teammates in
major league history.
"I'm very excited about having
Jose in the lineup," manager Art
Howe said In a conference call
from his home in Houston. "His
presence in the lineup is hopefully going to take some of the pressure off guys like McGwire and

Benoa."
As well as being known for his
exploits on the field, while with
the A's Canseco was known for
his fast cars, exotic pets and
after-hours entertainment.
Canseco was arrested for
having a gun in his car while receiving medical treatment in San
Francisco and was cited several
times for driving violations such
as speeding, including an incident in which he claimed he was
testing rocket fuel.
He bashed the car of his former wife, Esther, and made a wellpublicized nocturnal visit to the
apartment of Madonna when the
A's were in New York to play the
Yankees.
Canseco once brought a large
land tortoise into the Oakland
clubhouse, and drew complaints
from his neighbors in the trendy
Bay area neighborhood of Blackhawk with his menagerie of unusual pets.
"Jose certainly had an aura and
a swagger when he was here,"
Beane said.
Canseco was in the on-deck
circle waiting to bat during a
game on Aug. 31, 1992, when he
was pulled from the field and told
he had been traded to the Texas
Rangers for three players and
cash.
Recycling former players has
become a theme for the A's in the
1990s. Players such as Rickey
Henderson, Dave Stewart and
Mike Gallego all had multiple
stints with the Athletics.
Canseco, the AL's MVP in 1988,
hit .289 with 28 homers and 82
RBIs in 96 games last season for
the Red Sox.

lose Canseco will be reunited with fellow Bash Brother Mark McGwire in Oakland Athletics for the 1997
season.

SHORT
Continued from page seven.
28.16. She also set a personal record in her leg of the 4x400 relay.
"It was nice to get [the personal records], because I have
worked hard for the last two
years to get them, but my goal is
to break the school record in the
200 hurdles, which is 27.5," Inman said.
Inman also expressed disappointment in the team's overall
performance. "This was a big
wake-up call for our entire team.
We had high expectations coming
into this weekend and we didn't
perform as well as we could
have," Inman said. " We were
hoping to hang closer to Kent
State and Ball State. Hopefully,
this will give us more motivation
to win at home this weekend."
Jodi Rafferty also fared well
for the Falcons. Rafferty had an
attempt at 5'8" in the high jump
and barely grazed the bar. The
bar wiggled for a few seconds
and fell. Rafferty settled for second with a jump of 5 '6 ".
"I think this is a sign that Jodl

GYMNASTICS"
is going to be Jumping 5'8" in the
next few weeks and maybe even
5'10" by the end of the year. We
were very happy with her performance," Price said.
The Falcons also relied heavily
on the distance runners as they
posted another strong showing.
Jessica Laf ene took third in the
3000 meter with a 10:18.60 and
also finished sixth in the mile.
Senior Renee Strayer was not far
behind, placing fourth in the 3000
and seventh in the mile. Freshman Nikkl Monroe also scored
some points, finishing eighth in
the mile.
Other key performers for the
Falcons Include: Heather Nordgren, fifth in the weight throw,
Stephanie Heldt, fourth in the
high jump, and shot-putters Nikkl Sturzinger and Elyse Roethlisberger, finishing second and
fifth, respectively.
BG will host Central Michigan
University, Akron University,
and Ohio University at the University Fleldhouse in their second home meet of the season Saturday at 11 am.

Gymnasts graze team record
By WILLIAM SANDERSON
The BG News
A strange thing happened to
the Bowling Green gymnastics
team over the weekend. They finished fourth out of four teams in
the meet, but at the same time
almost broke the team record for
points scored in a meet.
Bowling Green racked up
188.650 points over the course of
the meet. That is .539 away from
the team record set In 1991
against Valparaiso.
Despite the near record performance, the team was still
out-scored by the other three
teams. New Hampshire won the
meet with 192.050. Host Pittsburgh finished second at 190.575,
and Maryland scored 189.900.
The mark of 188.650 represents an improvement of 5.2 over
last week's total.
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GYMNASTICS

"Overall, we still made a lot of
mistakes," said BG head coach
Dan Connelly. "I think it's indicative of the early season. You
don't need to burn up the scoreboard early in the season. You
need to burn it up later in the
season. Five points is a pretty
good improvement." Despite the
loss, Connelly still thinks it was a
good showing. "We wanted to let
teams around the local area know
that when they play us it's not an
automatic win, and I think we did
that."
Junior Heather Ferguson won
the balance beam for the Falcons'
lone event win. Her score of
9.800 is .5 of her school record in
that same event. One school re-

"We wanted to let teams around the local
area know that when they play us it's not an
automatic win, and I think we did that."
Dan Connelly
gymnastics coach
cord was broken when Christina
Treiber scored a 9.700 on the
uneven bars. The previous record was 9.650 set by Jennifer
Wenrich in 1995. The score put
her in a tie for fourth place in the
event.
This is the second week In a
row Treiber has performed well
Last week, she had a win in the
all-around against Indiana Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania.
Jackie Haft was the Falcons'
top finisher In the vault. Her
9.700 placed her third. Freshman
Sarah Grealis had the best score
on floor exercises for the Falcons
with a 9.575.
The Falcons host their first
meet this Sunday against Kent.
The meet is scheduled to start at
2:00 at the Eppler Center.
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Flood
honored
as hero
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES - Curt Flood,
whose outstanding baseball career effectively came to a premature end after he challenged
baseball's reserve clause in the
prime of his career, was eulogized Monday as an authentic
American hero.
"Because he came our way, we
are better," the Rev. Jesse Jackson said at a funeral service for
Flood, who died Jan. 20 of throat
cancer - two days after his 59th
birthday - following a long stay
at the UCLA Medical Center.
"Baseball didn't change Curt
Flood, Curt Flood changed baseball," Jackson said. "Curt lost a
case and won the race. Curt
opened the floodgates (to free
agency). He freed black, white
and brown."
Flood was a three-time All-Star
and a seven-time Gold Glove
winner who had a career batting
average of .293. But his off-the field impact was much greater on
his sport and others.
It all began after the 1969
season, when Flood was traded to
the Philadelphia Phillies by the
St Louis Cardinals. He refused to
report, Instead asking thencommissioner Bowie Kuhn to declare him a free agent.
Flood then filed a lawsuit,
claiming baseball had violated
antitrust laws. The Supreme
Court ruled against him in 1972,
but in 1975, an arbitrator granted
free agency to pitchers Dave
McNally and Andy Messersmith,
in effect ending the reserve
system and clearing the way for
today's free-agent system.
"Curt Flood must go in the Hall
of Fame," Jackson said. "Curt is
the winner. People are better.
America is better.
"His contemporaries admired
Curt but they did not follow him.
Dont feel sorry for Curt, he
didnt lose. The Supreme Court
lost. Today, we celebrated the
life and legacy of an authentic
American hero."
At age 31, Flood sat out the
1970 season. He then played in
only 13 games for the Washington Senators in 1971 before retiring.
Among others who spoke at the
service called "Cult's 9th Inning" at the First African Methodist Episcopal Church were Hall
of Famer Bob Gibson and Bill
White, teammates with the Cardinals; Donald Fehr, the current
executive director of the Major
League Baseball Players Association, and author George Will.
In addition, Oscar Brown Jr.,
read a poem he wrote entitled
"Curt Flood," which finishes:
"From now on all our young,
should hear his praises sung.
Upon entering life's lonesome
parade, and on entering the bank,
all free agents should thank. Curt
Flood for the foundation he laid."
And Congressman John Conyers (D-Mlch.) read a letter of
sympathy to the Flood family
from President Clinton and
received applause when he said,
"Every professional athlete In
America ought to be here today."
Such was hardly the case. Contemporary athletes were difficult to find among the mourners,
who numbered about 250.
"He became for me somewhat
of a legend," Fehr said of Flood.
"He led at a time where he had no
followers. Today's players enjoy
the rights Curt was denied."
Gibson, Flood's roommate with
the Cardinals for 10 years, struggled with his emotions as he
spoke about his friend.
"This Is not easy," Gibson said.
"I think I probably knew Curt as
well as anyone. I can never remember being unhappy with him
or having a mean thought. That's
really unusual for me."
After pausing as the mourners
chuckled at that remark, Gibson
said, "We didnt have to talk to
communicate. He would grunt
and I would grunt and we would
understand."
"Curt had a way of bringing
you back to reality when you got
a little too high," Gibson said.
"When you were down and out
and didnt think anything could
be funny, he could make you
smile.
"I've been sad for a while, but
I'll get over It. When I do, my
next thoughts about Curt Flood
wont make me sad, they'll make
me smile."
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Sports Briefs
Daniels earns MAC honors
Bowling Green's Antonio Daniels and Toledo's Angela Drake
were selected as the Mid-American Conference's offensive
players of the week, and Kenfs Scott Effertz and Billie Jean
Smith-Goldman received the defensive honors.
Daniels, a senior from Columbus, scored 33 points in each of
two Bowling Green victories and averaged 27 points a game in
three games. He also averaged 6 assists, 4.S steals and 4 rebounds a game while shooting 62 percent from the field and 82
percent at the line.
Drake, a senior from Grosse Point, Mich., totaled 42 points
while shooting 60 percent from the field In a pair of victories.
She averaged 14 rebounds.

Pace adds Ohio State's
MVP to Lombardis
banquet in front of 1,800 fans at college football this past year."
Pace, along with defensive
the Columbus Convention
COLUMBUS, Ohio -- Orlando Center, Pace also was chosen as back Shawn Springs, announced
Pace's trophy case, already the Buckeyes' top offensive Jan. 6 that he would give up his
final year of eligibility to make
stocked with two Lombard! player and offensive lineman.
himself available for the NFL
Awards and an Outland Trophy,
became a little more crowded
"Orlando Pace played his posi- draft.
Monday night when he was an- tion as well as any player I have
Pace, a 6-foot-o, 330-pound
nounced as Ohio State's most seen in all my years of coach,"
valuable player.
said coach John Cooper. "I be- offensive tackle from Sandusky,
At the team's annual awards lieve he was the best player in was also the Big Ten's MVP.
The Associated Press
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NHL Standings

NBA Standings
By I he Associates Prssa
Al rimssCSl
EASTBlNCONMBfNCI
Aaantk Division

Miami
NawYork
Washington
Orlando
New Jersey
Boat or
Philastelphis

W
31
30
21
19
11

I
12
13
21
19
29

9

30

Pet
.721
498
JOB
300
.275
.231

.214
9
33
Central DivMoa
37 S
.881
Chicago
.732
30
11
Datro*
TOO
28
12
Atlanta
.571
Charlotte
24
18
.561
Oavaland
23
18
Milwaukee
.500
21
21
Indiana
.475
19 21
341
Toronto
14
27
VVBIERNCONRREMCI
»*«»«»• Division
W
I.
PO.
.744
Houston
32 II
.690
Utah
29
13
.452
Minnaaota
19 23
J50
14 26
Dallaa
302
Denver
l.l
30
San Antonio
11
29
.275
.182
Vancouver
8
36
ratine Division
31
12
.721
[.A. lakers
30
13
.698
Seattle
581
Port land
25
18
Sacramento
18 25
.419
.400
LA. Clippers
16 24
J90
Golden State
16 25
15 28
349
Rvoenix
Sunday's Games
New York 95. Miami 89
Milwaukee 94. San Antonio 76
I.A lakers 104.Seattle 103

C|
1
9.5
9.5
18.5
20
21.5

63
8
13
135
16
17
22.5

GB

2.5
12.5
165
19
19.5
24.5
1
6
13
13.5
14
16

Monday'! Games
late Game Not Included
Miami 125. Phoenix 97
Vancouver at Golden State, (n)
Tuesday's Games
Portland at Toronto, 7 p.m.
Boston at New York, 7 30 p m
Cleveland at New Jersey. 730 p.m.
Orlando at Washington. 7:30 p. m.
Charlotte at Indiana. 7:30 p.m
Detroit at Milwaukee, 8 p.m
Sacramento at Minnesota, 8 pm
LA. Laker* at Dallaa, 8 JO pm
Denver at Utah, 9pm
Chicago at Vancouver, 10 p.m.
Atlanta at LA. Clippers, 1030 p.m

1

■ V The Associate* fttss
AJIimrsESI
EASTERN CONK IB N< I
Asanaic Division
W L
T Pre GF GA
61 153 120
Philadelphia
138 113
Florida
178 145
N.Y. Rangers
121 US
New Jersey
130 136
Washington
20 24
136 149
18 23
Tampa Bay
133 142
NY Islanders
16 23
Northeast Division
W L T Pis GF GA
W 183 151
17 5
Pittsburgh
55 141 131
Buffalo
19 5
Hartford
21 7 47 140 152
24 8 44 157 177
Montreal
24 6 42 140 170
Boston
22 9 39 127 137
Ottawa
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W L T Pol
143 117
27 17 4
Dallaa
144 108
Detroit
22 16 9
St. I/HI IS
23 22 4
149 155
21 23 4
135 1S3
Phoenix
18 26 8
130 139
Chicago
Toronto
19 31 0
149 176
Pacific Division
W L T Pis GF GA
68 170 117
Colorado
12 8
51 160 ISO
Edmonton
22 5
46 ISO 158
Vancouver
42 133 143
Anaheim
40 119 142
Calgary
lot Angeles
40 129 162
39 121 146
San Jose
Sunday's Games
Edmonton 3, Washington 1
Pittsburgh 5, Montreal 2
Monday'! Games
la*- Games No) Included
Ottawa 5, Tampa Bay 3
Chicago2,NY Rangers 1
Colorado 5, Toronto 2
Anaheim at St. Louis (n)
Los Angeles at Dallas (n)
San Jose at Vancouver (n)
Tuesday'i Games
Phoenix at Philadelphia, 7:30 p m
Montreal at Florida, 7 JO pm
NY. Islanders at Calgary, 9:30 p.m
Wednesday'I Came!
Pittsburgh at Buffalo, 7:30 p.m
Ottawa at New Jersey, 7 JO p.m.
Philadelphia at Washington, 7:30 p.m
St Louis at Toronto, 7 JO p. m.
Phoenix at Detroit, 7:30 p.m
Anaheim at Dallas, 7.30 p.m
Los Angeles at Colorado. 9pm
San Jose at Edmonton. 9:30 p m
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Coleman missing four days
The Associated Press
PHILADELPHIA - Derrick
Coleman hasn't been heard from
In four days and the Philadelphia
76ers are anxious to find out
where he is.
Coleman, who accompanied the
team on a charter night to Detroit on Friday, has been missing
since, failing to show up for Saturday's game against the Pistons.
When Coleman, who has been
out with an injured finger, didnt
arrive for practice on Monday,
the 76ers fined the forward an
undisclosed amount.
"Yes, I'm annoyed, more than a
little," 76ers general manager

Brad Greenberg said Monday.
"It's an unexcused absence and
he'll be fined accordingly. But I'd
like to get all the information before making a decision."
The 76ers said they tried but
have been unable to contact
Coleman on Monday.
"I think anytime a player is
missing, you're concerned,"
76ers spokesman Bill Bonsiewicz
said Monday night.
However, Greenberg left little
doubt Coleman's actions were
unacceptable.
"Obviously, we're going
through a rough season," said
Greenberg, noting Philadelphia's
9-33 record, second worst in the

NBA. "But sticking together as a
team is so important through
times like this. It's a distraction
when one of your key players
separates himself from the rest
of the team."
Coleman has been sidelined
since Jan. 8 with a lacerated
pinky finger, which required 10
stitches after he caught It on the
rim. He is expected to return to
the lineup shortly.
Following the 76ers' 107-92 loss
to Sacramento on Friday, Coleman joined his teammates on the
charter to Detroit, his home
town. But Coleman went his own
way from there, not staying at
the team's hotel, attending Sat-

urday night's game or returning
to Philadelphia on the charter.
When he did not attend Monday's practice, Greenberg and
coach Johnny Davis huddled at
length before commenting on the
matter.
"I want to reserve judgment,"
said Davis, who acknowledged
that Coleman had missed practice earlier in the season and was
fined. "I can't go on what's happened to him in the past
"I want to speak to him about
what's happened and go from
here. I'm surprised, because
Derrick has not demonstrated
any erratic behavior. I'm taken
aback by this.

Pendleton inks deal with Reds
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - Terry Pendleton joined the Cincinnati Reds on
Monday in a deal the team hopes
will bring veteran leadership to
the clubhouse without necessarily shaking up the infield.
Pendleton, 36, a switch hitter,
agreed to a minor-league contract that guarantees him
$350,000 but could bring him as
much as $1.4 million.
Cincinnati is still without a

steady third baseman, although Reds an alternative to their leftthe Reds have given Willie handed hitters at the position.
"We needed a right-handed hitGreene repeated chances to win
ting third baseman to complethe regular job in recent years.
ment Jeff Branson, Willie
Jeff Branson and Lenny Harris Greene and Lenny Harris," Bowalso have been unable to win the den said. "More importantly,
steady job at third, but have pro- he'll give us solid veteran leadervided productive bats and de- ship and intangibles in our clubpendable gloves in part-time house."
duty there.
Pendleton hit .238 with 11
Reds general manager Jim
Bowden said Pendleton's ability homers and 75 RBIs last season
to bat right-handed gives the for the Florida Marlins and At-

lanta Braves.
Pendleton, the NL MVP in 1991,
has a career average of .271 with
136 homers, 900 RBIs and 124
steals during his 13-year career,
which began with St. Louis.
The complicated contract
states that the Reds may opt before March 10 to Increase his
base salary to $600,000. If they
don't, Pendleton may terminate
the contract at any time from
March 10-24.

NFL to rule on Parcells' contract
The Associated Press
NEW ORLEANS -- NFL commissioner Paul Tagliabue will
decide whether coach Bill Parcells, who took the New England
Patriots to the Super Bowl, is
free to leave them behind.
A conference call involving
Tagliabue and both sides in the
dispute over Parcells' contract is
set for Tuesday with a decision
possible by Wednesday.
Parcells claims he can coach
wherever he wants in 1997. The
Patriots requested the conference call, and owner Robert
Kraft says Parcells cannot coach
or take a comparable position
with any other NFL team next
season.
Despite the Patriots' successful season, ending with Sunday's
35-21 Super Bowl loss to the
Green Bay Packers, Kraft and
Parcells have had a cool relationship.
Speculation has focused on the
New Yprk Jets as Parcells' next
stop, but no other team can negotiate with him until a ruling by
Tagliabue, for many years the

NFL's chief counsel.
A Tagliabue decision in the
team's favor would give Kraft
leverage to demand compensation from any club that wants to
hire Parcells.
Patriots players and coaches
seemed to be in the dark as they
prepared for their trip to the airport for their return home.
"I didn't get any inclination of
what he's going to do," said guard
William Roberts, who also played
for Parcells on two New York
Giants championship teams.
After the game, "he was saying
that no matter what happens, you
all stick together and commit
yourselves."
Dante Scarnecchia, a defensive
assistant, said all Parcells'
coaches hope he stays with the
Patriots.
"He's an impact guy in so many
ways," Scarnecchia said. "This
guy is a special guy, he's a special coach, he's a special person."
The Patriots motorcade - seven police motorcycles, two
stretch limousines and four
buses - left for the New Orleans
airport late Monday morning

"This guy is a special
guy, he's a special
coach, he's a special
person."
Dante Scarnecchia
Patriots defensive assistant
without Parcells.
He reportedly did not leave
New Orleans on the team charter
flight but said he would be in
New England on Tuesday.
Parcells said after the game
that he hadn't thought about his
future.
"My whole time has been occupied with getting to this point,"
he said.
As of Sunday, the Jets had not
contacted the Patriots for permission to talk with Parcells, according to Patriots spokesman
Don Lowery. He also said the
team had no firm plans to interview possible successors.
"We have a coach," Lowery

said.
A report last week said San
Francisco defensive coordinator
Pete Carroll, who coached the
Jets for one year In 1994, would
meet with Patriots officials
Thursday. But Tagliabue's ruling
may not be Issued by then.
The Patriots have been in two
Super Bowls, both losses, and
woke up both times to more turmoil.
Exactly 11 years earlier in the
same Superdome, they lost to the
Chicago Bears 46-10. The next
day, they voted to accept a voluntary testing program amid reports of drug use by players.
As players filtered into their
hotel lobby to check out Monday,
they were peppered with questions about their coach's future.
All said Parcells didn't talk about
that after Sunday's game.
"If he's done, I wish him well,"
said cornerback Otis Smith, who
was burned by Andre Rison for
Green Bay's first touchdown.
"Hopefully, I can play with him
again."
Smith also said he didnt feel
empty about the Super Bowl loss.

Thank You!
The BGSL Aerotechnology Program
wishes to thank the University Administration,
College or Technology faculty and staff and the
local community for your continued support.
Don't just sit
there! Stop in
today for a complete
1997/1998 apartmait listing^

FOR RENT
Winthrop Terrace Apts.

RE Management^
Call Now!

Is Now Accepting Applications & Deposits

352-9302

Fall '97 and Spring '98
Featuring:
Campus Shuttle • 1 & 2 BR. Fum ATnfurn.
1 & 2 Full Baths • 3 Great Locations

352-9135

EDIU
\\

Please call for more information

Environmental Fun Facts:
0\d you know...
turtles have excellent eye sight they cannot only see
the colors that we can see- but mfared colors as well.
Amazing Animal Faces

Funded By BOSU Alpha Eta Rho

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

i .

PIZZA
$

^ 2"
*

500 species in the U.5. are already
known to have vanished forever
-Discovery criamel

113 Railroad Si.
Open Moo thru Fri
8:00am - 5:00pm

<

9{pzu Leasing
2 Bedroom furnishedandunfurnished
Oviay and August 1997

CUSTOMER
APPRECIATION
A
4

DAY!

TUESDAY JAN. 28 y

1 bedroom summer only
limited available
>»

No substitutions. Round pizzas only. Limits*! 5 pizzas Valid at iNs Linle
Caasafs location only. Carry out only. No deJVgrles. Sony, no rain chaefcs.

»

2 Blocks from Compos
480 Lehman
'

354-3533
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•FIGURE SKATING-

Baiul seeks alcohol treatment
The Associated Press

WEST HARTFORD, Coon. Olympic figure skating champion Oksana Baiul applied
Monday for admission to an alcohol education program in
hopes of having a drunken
driving charge against her
dropped.
Baiul, 19, regrets her conduct, realizes she made a mistake and Is "determined to
never let it happen again," said
Paul Collins, one of her lawyers, following her brief appearance in Superior Court.
Most of the docket had been
cleared by the time Baiul arrived at the courthouse with
her three lawyers during the
lunch recess.
Wearing a black leather coat
over a ski sweater, she took a
seat in a bench near the back of
the courtroom with one of her
attorneys. Reporters filled the
three front rows. Her name

The BG News
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CAMPUS EVENTS
AFREEPIZZA/DANCE Parly
The World Sudani Association is holding a
campus-wtde parly ID bnng ptopla from al
around fhw world together. Saturday. February
1.8.00pm to Midnight. 1106 Often hauer Weal.

was the first called when the
afternoon session began.
Looking straight ahead,
Baiul answered questions from
Judge Terence Sullivan but did
not discuss her actions early on
Jan. 12, when she ran her Mercedes off the road while driving an estimated 97 mph.
She suffered a concussion
and needed 12 stitches in her
scalp after driving her car into
a cluster of trees In Bloomfield. Ari Zakarian, a fellow
skater who was a passenger,
was left with minor injuries.
A hospital report obtained by
The Associated Press a day
after the crash showed Baiul's
blood-alcohol level was .168
percent, well above the state
limit of .10 percent. Baiul also
Is two years under the legal
drinking age.
Baiul, a Ukrainian who lives
In the Hartford suburb of
Slmsbury, Is charged with
drunken driving and reckless

Attention all Organizations a
Group Presidents
Gel your group picturea in the 1007 Key yearbook. Time it running out. Please cat Jenniler
at 372-6753.
ATTENTION ALL ORGANIZATIONS APPLYING FOR UNIVERSITY BUDGETS - Don! lor
gal 10 reserve a apace In tie MANDATORY
ACGFA Workshops thai win be haw on Thursday. Fab. 6.1007 at 0:30am. noon, and Fab.
13 at 7pm in tie Town Room ol the Student
Union. Dr. Tonia Stewart. Assoaate Vice
President lor Student Atlairs will be Hie guest
speaker. Groups not participating in these
workshops will not be allowed lo request ACGFA funding For more info, contact the Student Lite Ollce al 372 2843.

Collegiate 4-HI
The first Collegiate 4-H meeting ol the
new year will be held Tues. Jan. 2Bth
in 305 Moteley Hall al OOOpm.
Fetch a chum lor the
FREE GRUB

■n-

STUFFIII
Croat Cultural Converse)ion Connection
Are you interested in learning about a different
culture or language? II so, the Cross Cultural
Conversation Connection it lor youl This program will match you with an international ttudenl for weekly meetnga tiroughoul the semester Join us for more Information on January 29 al 7:00 P.M. in 204 Moseley.

driving.
She did not enter a plea
Monday, and is not required to
enter one before the Judge
rules on her application for
admission into the education
program.
The reckless driving charge
would not be affected by her
admission to the program, and
will possibly be dealt with at
her next court date, prosecutors said.
"My client is 19. She has no
previous record. She understands the seriousness of this
matter ... and knows her conduct could send the wrong
message to her friends and
fans around the world," Daniel
Blume, one of her lawyers, told
the court.
Before she returns to court
Feb. 4, a ball commissioner will
have to determine if she is eligible to participate in the alcohol program, open to first-time
offenders.

The drunken driving charge
is punishable by a fine of up to
$1,000 and a Jail term of up to
six months. Reckless driving
carries a maximum fine of
$300, and a Jail term of up to 30
days.
Under the alcohol-education
program, professional counselors determine whether participants take part In group
interaction or what Is known as
a drinking driver attitude reassessment course.
Participants must agree to
accept more intensive treatment or other forms of education, or additional meetings if
the bail commissioner deems it
appropriate. The cost of the
program, including the $50 application fee, is $400.
The state Department of
Motor Vehicles, which has the
authority to suspend driving
privileges, cannot take any action unless there Is a conviction
in the criminal case.

FRATERNITY RUSHI
INFORMATION NIGHT. 21 TUES. 101 OLSC
OPEN HOUSES 22.23,28.20
AT INDIVIDUAL HOUSES
ALL EVENTS RUN FROM7 30-930PM
BRINGAFRIENDI
FOR MORE INFO. CALL 2-2848

IS YOUR ORGANIZATION TRYING TO RECRUIT QUALITY MEMBERS? Then please attend the Creative Recruitment Strategies
Workshop on Wed.. Feb. 5.1907 al 7pm in tie
Alumni Room of the University Union. Pick
Robert from the Honors Program wtfl be the
gueal speaker For more info contact the Office
ol Student Life al 372-2843.
JOIN

HELP PLAN HOMECOMING 190711
Come to ale organizational meeting lor Chairpersons A Committee Members on January 28
al 8pm in BA 103. Questions, can Heather al
372-2343
HOMECOMING 19971!!

In cooperation wilh The Presldenra Office.
USG is currently invrong/accepOng applies
tons for the position ol Undergraduate Student
Representative to the Board ol Trustees. Applicants must be in good standing. This it a two
year position starting in Fal ol 1907. Applications are available m the USG Ollce. 404 Student Services 1 mull be returned by Fnday.
February 7th al 5pm Any questions call USG
al 372-8116.

IPCCLUB
7 30 Tues , Jan 28
114 B A. Guest Speaker- Jahi Gye-Nyame
From Career Services
ALL MAJORS WELCOME

THE

NATIONS LARGEST CO-ED
SERVICE
FRATERNITY
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
INFO NIGHTS
TUESDAY.JAN289:30@ ROOGERS
WEDNESDAY. JAN 29 8 30 @ PROUT
THURSDAY. JAN 30 730 ©KREISCHER
LEADERSHIP. FRENDSHIP. SERVICE
WE ARE NOT A GREEK ORGANIZATION

Laser Tag
Sun. Feb. 2. iiam.-3pm.
Sylvan*. Ohio
120-indudet transportation and 3 laser lag
games
'Bursarabit'
Sign up January 21-30 in the UAO office, 330
Union For more info call 2-7164. sponsored by
UAO

Law Society
General Meeting
Wed Jan 29.9:00PM Rm 117 BA

The Associated Pr*M

Super Bowl champion quarterback Brett Favre celebrates after a twopoint conversion in the Packers 35-21 victory.

RUSH KAPPA SIGMA
Open 730 • 0:30 ALL NIGHTS
Jan. 22. 23. 28.20
For more Info
http/.vrww zotter com/Vs/
One $25 Book scholarship Qiven out
eachnighll
RUSH TH ETA CHI
RUSH THETA CHI
RUSH TH ETA CHI
SENIOR PICTURES
LAST CHANCE
Carl Wolf Studiot will be on campus starting
Jan. 27 for only 5 dayt. Thia is THE last chance
tor May A August gradl. Can 372-8088 10
schedule your silting. Photos taken in the
yearbook office 28 Wetl Hal.
So. you think you're getting
a good education? The Honors Program
invites you to the 3rd Honors Program
Faculty Lecture/Discusscn Event:
How A Why BGSU Discourages
Critical Thinking
A discussion with Dr. Neil Browne.Economics
Wad.. Jan. 20,1007.7PM - 9PM m 117 Oltc
Open to the enure University community.
Solve the Crime - My stones on Campus
and win a cash prize
Fnday January 31. MacDonald Countryside
Teaser - 5:30pm, Show 7pm

•Free-

Speaker: Delia Gere on WTI
(7:30pm)
Faculty Lounge (Student Union) Daria will be
speaking about WTI a hazardous waste incinerator located in East Liverpool. Ohio

Spnng Break Sign-Upt,
Panama City Beach, FL
January 2731 Union Lobby
0am-4pm
S190 w/o transportation
S285 ml transportation
Payable by cash, check, and credit card
$25 security deposit required
Signups will continue in the UAO office, 330
Union after 1/31. Questions? Can 2-7164.
sponsored by UAO

Thett Cta Rush
Tues. and Wed. 7:30-9:30
Free Food and Music
Thets Chi Rush

WATCH BOB ROBERTS'
WITH COLLEGE DEMOCRATS

A satire ol political campaigns
TONIGHT 9PM BA 111

For more into cat 2-7164, sponsored by UAO

Try our Bigger, Better
Big Boy

<t
1006 N. Main Drive Thru Only
1540 E. Wooster Carry Out Only (Open 24 Hours)

Mondays-10% off any Meal w/College I.D.

Big Bog
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CongratuiaDona to Phi Eta Sigma
Book Scholarship Wmnert
Kyle Lynn Rutt
Susan Fiacut
Susan Pi ere*
Beth Ann Genie
Shannon Bockbrader

SERVICES OFFERED
COLLEGE FM ANCML AID
Student Finanaal Service! hat information
on 3.400. public 8 print* MOOT funding
eourc** A MUST FOR ANYONE SEEKING
FINANCIAL AIDI For Information:
1JCQ-263-6495 en F 55*46.
kuarnatunalitudanaCV 1 Greencard
Program availabt*. 1 600 7738704
Applicatlont doaa Fab. 10,1907
Oflanng tulonng in n* Mowing: Dutch, Garman, French and Engliah. Fluant in al. For
mora into, call 419-266-3099.
Pregnant?
Fro* Pragnancy T*tt* Confidential A Caring
364*873 BG Pragnancy Cantor.

CSsndkVS major* donl torpat lh* Employ*- Fak on Wedneaday. January 29th In
tha Grand Balroom from 8:30 to »:00pm.
You ahould have oopiaa ol your reaume lo
hand out Ou**»ton*?? Can Co-op Educ al
ntwi.
OAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK!
A aludara only moral
Break away lo lha hortaa! action In Florida
wh*r* guy* m**le glrlal NEW mold on lha
ocean, rated AAA and Superior Lodging,
beach volleyball, kse MTV. Pool A watbar
open 24 houra, b.y.o.b. Free gold card whh
check-In. Don"! h* t*ft out of thl* Special
Promotion! htlp://www.day1ona-lnn.eom.
CALL 1-800-662-0919.
DU'OU'DU'OU
RUSH
DELTA UPSILON
DU'DU'DU'DU

PERSONALS
«2l SPRING BREAK PACKAGE
Boardwalk BaacTi Raton - Panama City's
Spnng Break H*adouartara Only 120 Par Par
»onl RatlricDont Apply. 1-aO0-22*-4653.
AAA1 .NATIONAL DATING HOT-LINE I
Find your apodal *oma-ona now.
1 900-484.7009 Ext. 1120 *2 9*min
S*rv-U (619)645-6434 18. T-ton*

ORENTATON LEADER application! now
available at residence had front desks or 405
Student Sanricet Due: Fri January 31, 1997

Ruth Omega Phi Alpha
Ruth info nights Jan 22 « 28
104BAO-10pm
Join tha fun with the aistars
Ruth Omega Phi Aloha

Solve Ciime - Mysteries on Camput
andwin a cash prize
Friday, January 31. MacDonald Country tide
Teat*' ■ 530pm. Show 7pm
•Free*
For more Into cal 2-7184. tpontored by UAO

Scholarship Money to Study Abroad
Apptcatcni are available in the Center for International Program!. 1108 Oflenhauer Waal
Tha deadline it January 31. Call 2-0300 with
quemoni
SENIOR PICTURES
LAST CHANCE
Carl Wolf Studios will be on camput staring
Jan. 27 lor only 5 days Thit it THE last chance
re May A August gradt Call 3724086 to
schedule your tilling Photo* taken in the
yearbook offlca 28 West Hal

DZDZDZDZDZDZDZDZ
Get over to tha house and
crack open your books
Ware al 4.0 Bound
Study Tablet ttart thia waak.
DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ

Al wool nraatan 835 00 1 waak only A wool
olovai. Collegiate Cormaclion 531 Ridg* St.
352-8333.
Alpha Gamma DaRa
Congratulationa Andraa
Dad on for your recent
paarllng to Alan Mayfa.

Spring Ruth
Jan. 27-30
7-10
MonJWed.
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Kappa Delta
Alpha Gamma Delta
Sigma Kappa
PhlMu
Pi Beta Phi
Alpha Omicron Pi
Alpha Chi Omega
Tuee./Thure.
Chi Omega
Alpha Pin
Delta Zeta
Delta Gamma
Gamma Phi Beta
Alpha XI Delta

FRATERNITY RUSH"!
JAN. 22.23.28.29
RUSH RUSH RUSH
ALL EVENTS RUN 7:30-9:30

Attanuon Al Organization! s
Group Pratidantt
Gat your group picturad in tha 1007 Kay year
book. Tima it running out. Please call Jennifer

al 372^753
ATTENTION ALL STUOENTSHI Gnnt. A
•cholartrilpa availabt* from aponaoralll No
prapaymanla. avarill ttSCaah lor colk«o»W. For Info: 1-800-241-2438
CALLING ALL BG MEN I
GO GREEK
FRATERNITY RUSH"
VISIT ALL OF BOS FRATE RNITIES
OPEN HOUSES
22.23.28. 20 JANUARY
ALL FROM 7.-30-0:30

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: MAW DOU
BLES BLLIARDS - FEB. 3; M A C - REC
DOUBLES RACQUETBALL - FEB. 5; M.W. S
CO-REC CURLING FEB. 11. ALL ENTRIES
DUE BY 4:00PM IN 130 PERRY FIELD
HOUSE.
KD ' KAPPA DELTA • KD
Tha sisiers of Kappa Delta would like u con
gratutale Knttan Janowtki on hv pearling to
Tom Gilmore.

STEP TO IT
WfTH SIC SC
at 4:15pm Jan. 20 at Hoc Center
Coma work out with ua
or LAUGH AT USI

KD * KAPPA DELTA ■ KD
The sisters of Kappa Delta would like to con
gratulaie Molly Sharp on her engagement to
Harold Kom

STEP TO IT
WITH SIC SIC
al 4:15pm Jan. 26 al Rise Center
Come work out with ut
or LAUGH AT USI

KD KAPPA DELTA KD
Tha titlers of Kappa Delta would like to con
grarulale Laura Hotter on her lavalienng to Pi
Kappa Alpha Todd Halt.

Coma to Changing Timat' Maw Location
Bring a fnand m and gat 2 for 1 tpacial on haircult only. By Appointment (Now customers
only). 354-5508 axp Fab 14

Largest Selection of Greek Merchandise
Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St. 352-8333

Congratuartiont to tha new Phi Eta Sigma off'
cart:
Praaidant: Bath R»ay
Vice-Preaidant: Kyle Lynn Rutt
Trtaturar: Susan DonVrto

TAKE A BITE AMD ON THE MOVE
FOR HEALTH AND JOY
Can (372-9355) now to find out abou l an
Bwk program designed to educate
about healthy eating and
axeroaa habita (weight management).
Wed 3:30-5:00pm Beginning 2/5/97
Ctr PrevenoonAVellneet 372-9355

PWMU'PWUU-PHIMU
Congratulationi to Megan Mayor on being minated into OOK and Order of Omega! We're
proud of youl

Sacraavy: Suaan Fiacut
rtsrooan K.lf, ShankJm
Senior Advisors Jan BogarvJulie Mler

PHMU'PHIMU'PHIMU
PHMU'PHIMU'PHIMU
Mndy Stephenson - we love ya and are to glad
you're apart of us!
LITB, Your Sitlers

Wake ■ n Bake for
Spring BnMklfWT
'Jamaica 'Panama City
•Cancun "Daytona
'Padre 'Bahamaa
Call tor FREE Into Packet"
1 800-426-7710

PHMU'PHIMU-PHIMU

Management Inc.
353-5800

RUSH ' RUSH' RUSH
GOGREEK/FRATERNITeS
RUSH • RUSH • RUSH
OPENHOUSES22.23.28.29JAN
ALL FROM 7:30-9 30

New New New New New
New
Hillsdale Apis., 2 bdrm flats,

Cherrywood

very spacious, 9 foot ceilings,

carports,9-1/2 or 12month
lease. Starts at $600.

Wanted 100 students. Lote 8 to 100 Iba. New
metabolitm breakthrough. Dr recommended
Guaranteed $30 coll
Free Gift.
1-800-435-7591
Ziggy Zoom oat it looking tor a mutical entertainer. Call 354-4280 after 4pm.

Health Spa &
Tanning Center
8th St. & High St. at
Piedmont Aprs.

Management Inc.

Visits $20

New New New New New
New

+
TAX

Featuring a
"Hex" Tanning Booth

Hillsdale Apts., Large studios

high vaulted ceilings, unique
floor plans and car ports. 12
month lease starts at $350.

353-7141

WANTED
i bdrm. turn. apt. to tubleate. Gat heat.
Wmthrop Terrace. Avail 211/97. 1425 plua
elec Call 353-8314.

ONE PER PERSON

PIZZA HUT

Rd. Laundry on site, lots of
parking. Starts at $340/

Opening soon in Bowling
Green near campus

month + elec.

II II IJ U il II II II i! 11 11

HOOO't POSSIBLE TYPING. Pan Time At
Home. Tol Fr*e(1) eoO-2'8-9000 Ext. T-2078
for Listings.
_
$10001 POSSIBLE READING BOOKS. Part
Tim*. At Horn*. Toll Fr** (1) 800-218-9000
Ext. R-2078 for Lltnngt.
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circular*
For info can 301-429-1328.
100 Gymnaalct Jobs Children'! Summer
Camps. NY, PA. MANE. Teach - beam, bars.
Boor, vault, dance, aerobica. Can Arlene Streisand 1-600-443-6428FAX: 516-933-7949
250 COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
n**d*dl Private, coed tummer camp in Pocono Mm*., NE Pennsylvania Lohikan, Box
734BG. Kemfivortfi, HJ 07033 (908) 276-0998
AC Tool S Die Co of Dethktr, OH hat the to!
lowing full-time potitont open: Machinitt. A
CNC programmer operator We Offer a full
benefit package A compennve wages Apply in
person or tend return* to AC Tool A Die.
3-278 State Rt 18. D*thl*r. OH 43518 Ann
p«ogyHii.
ASIA EMPLOYMENT
letm how students have mad* S2S-$45rrtr.
teaching batic conversational Engbah in
Japan. Taiwan, or S Korea. Many employer!
provide room A board and/or other benefits
Call: 206- 871 -3570 Pit. J55445.
CAMP WAYNE(Mter half of broBier/tilttv
camp. Northwestern Pennsylvania. 8/23 •
I 8/20/97) Have the moat memorable turnmar of your lifei Directors needed tor Drama.
Fine Artt. Sports, Camping/Nature Counsel
ort tor Tanmi, Sports. Golf, S*ff-Defenie,
Gymnatnca. Dane*. Cheerieading. Ropes.
Guitar, Bank, Sculpture. Drawing/Painting.
Silktcreen, C*rarmct, Swimming (WSI Pre
(erred). Sailing. Watenkiing Other staff:
DnverrVideo/Pholography, Head Chef and
Assistant Chef. Kitchen position!. Office personnel On Camput Interviews February 18th.
Call 1-800- 279-3019'or information.
Cruse Ship Job*
(300-8900 weekly year round positions hiring
born man/women. Free room A board. Will
Trail call 7 days (407) 8752022. Exl.

0561C05
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT
Travel the world
(Hawaii, Mexico, Caribbean)
A earn an excellent income in the
Cruise A Land-Tour Industry.
For detail!, call I -208-971 -3550 ox! C55449

Management Inc.

DELIVERY
DRIVERS
If you can provide friendly
and reliable service, Pizza
Huf* wants you. We
currently have full & part
time openings for Delivery
Drivers.

CA
Management Inc.
For a complete list
stop by our office,
1045 N. Main, or call
353-5800

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
National Parka hire forestry workers, park
rangers, firefighters, lifeguards A volunteer and
government positions. Excellent benefits A
bonus potential. Cal: i-206-971-3620 ext.
NS5446

2 bedroom apt. dot* to camput $soo/mo .
*l*c. Call (517) 2764911.
2 Br. Apt. mutt sublease for 6 mot. avail. Now'
840 8th Si $425 mo. - unit A dep
1 419 2786922
APTS FOR 97 AT '88 RATE3
601 3rd* 1 bdrm turn ' gradsonly
704 5»i" 2 bdrm fum" 9 or 12 lease
710 7rh * 2 bdrm unfum * 12 mth lease
PLEASE CALL 382-3445 ■ 9AM 9PM

call Steve at 353-2022.
Reap, parson to provide transp Irom eiem
school to home for student. Ref. req. Please
cal 3520644. after 5pm.

SPRING
II Pays To Discovetl Use Your
Discover Card And Save Up To $251
To Apply For A Card.
Cam-eoO-IT-PAYS-TO.

Bahamas Party
Cruise
$279
6 Days-All Meals-Free ParUerT
•Include* Taxes

Cancun

$399

Jamaica

$419

Florida

$119

7 Nights-Atr.Hotel-Save $150
on Food A Drinks

PANAMA CITY BEACH R_

BOOK DIRECTS SAVE]

7 NightfAJr.Holel'Save $150
on Food A Drinks

from $22 a night

7 Niflhtt-Panama City. Daylona
A Cocoa Beach
Spring Hr.uk Travcl-Our 10th Year!

1-800-678-6386

Avail tor Rent Aug 1, 97
Close to Urnv Year lease req'd.
3 bdrm horn* axe. cond.
228E. Marry St.
-3 bdrm apt 443 N. Enterprise
-1 bdrm apt. 443 N. Enterprise
call 686-4851

Summer Business irrigation sales A instala
[ion Veh.de required S8000/summer. Cal
1-600-361-4074.

FOR SALE
81 Awesome Spring Break Bahamas Party
Crunei 8 Dayt $2791 Include* All Meals. Par
t)*a A Taieal Great Beachei A Nignrlitel
Leaves from Ft. Lauderdalel sprtngbraaktraval.com 1 800-878-8386
»1 Aweeome Florida Spring Breakl Panama
Ciryl Room Wirfl Kitchen Near Bart $1181 Daytona Beat Location $1301 Florida* New Hots
pot-Cocoa Beach Futon $1601 epringbreak
travel com 1-600-876-6388.
#1 Awesome Cancun A Jamaica Spnng Break
Specials 17 Ngfitl Air A Hotel From $4291 Save
$150 On Food, Drinka A Free Partetl m«
Lowell Price Guaranteel apringbreaktravel.com 1-800-876-8366.
85 CHFVY CELEBRITY AUTO. POWER
STEERING. WHITE. CRUISE. STEREO.
EXCELLENT CONO.. $1600CALL 3S2 5595
Cable Deter ambler Kit
$14 95- See ALL the channel!
(313)523-2787
For tale '85 Chevy Capnt Good Condition
New Brakes, alternator, oil changed, fully
loaded Radio/cassette. AC $850 OBO
352-1574
FREE CELLULAR PHONE
100 mln. par month FREE
Call Tadek for detail.
419-358-2005

AVAILABLE NOW OR MAY. Clean A nice upper apt. 3 large roomt. smallnh kit., huge bath
A« new heater (gas), plumbing, elec. Off-street
parking Ouiet street GREAT landlord 142S 8
utl Call 354-1633
D A Q RENTALS - All ol our units are within 2
block! of camput Now renting tor fall. Attractive, well-maintained units:
808 E. WOOSTEP, Spadout duplex located
directly acroea from camput. Upper unit-2
bdrm./maxoocup4 Lower umt-2 bdrm. /max
occupt. Reserved parking.
234 S. COLLEGE • 2 bdrm. houwmtx occup 4. 2 bdrm. rear apt max occup 3.
Reetrved parking
850 SCOTT HAMILTON ■ Exceptionally nice 2
bdrm. units/max occup 4 per unit. Laundry laciliooa/aM units air cond Reserved pkg
838 SCOTT HAMILTON - 3 yr old duplex/front
unit avail 2 bdrrrvmax occup 3 Reserved pkg
CALL DAG RENTALS AT (419) 287 3233
ANO ASK FOR EVA OR ELLIE.
Ff

** Jan. rent. Female aubleater needed immediately. 2 block! from camput $1SS/month
plua utilities 354-8271
Free Rent - 1 month
$186/mo.. across from campus
Call Pat© (216) 358-0438
Houses/1 A 2 bdrm fum aptt. year, 9 mo.. A
summer leases 352-7454

GOVT FORECLOSED hornet from pennies
on $1. Delinquent Tax, Rvpo's. REO'l. Your
Area. Toll Free (1) 600-218-9000 E.t H-2078
lor current hMngt.
SEIZED CARS from $175 Porsches, Cadil
lacs, Cnevys. BMWi, Corvette* Alto Jeeps.
4WD'i. Your Area. Toll Free 1-800-218-9000
Ext A-2076 for current listing!

Make YOUR search easy) Brochures available
for 1097-96. Newove Rentals 328 S Mam
(our onfy olfioe) 352-5620.
New home ■ 3 bdrm. 1 bath large close's .812
Third St. $695. short lease avail. Call Phil or
Dab at 474 5344
Now Renting Roomt
Spring Semeiter
Call 353 0325

Used loft for tale $65
call Katnryn @ 37? 3068

Sublease our Apt. in Mayl Spacious 2 br. ac,
Univ. Villages. Free Water, Gas. Sewer Call
Now. 354-3227

FOR RENT

Subleaser needed tor tha summer. Studio apt.
If interested, p^ase call 353-7905. Amy.
• 97-98 • Aptt A Hone*.
Available Cloa* lo Campua
311/316E. t4*rry. Opymt. ksata
211 E. Reed St. and many more
CII for llallnoa 1834)336
or listings avail. 24 hrs at
office 316 E Merry #3

UDATED brochures for
Rentals 328 S Main
3525620.

1997961 Newlove
(our onfy oft**).

Want*d roommate tor 97-98 school year Own
room A vary dote to campus Call 354-4228
WELCOME backi Brochurei available lor
1997 98 Newlove Rentals 328 S. Main (our
only office) 352 5820

Happy 21st
Birthday
Davida!

DISCOVER CARD

A.K.A. Dave
Guess Who?
►♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
CHARLESTON APAITTMENTS
AND
MID AM MANOR
• NOW RENTING •
l

Choose from choice apartments within walking distance
to campus Summer 1997 and school year 1997-1998.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and
water included, air conditioning

1-800-874-7101
Prktl par canon DaMd en ourt DOC

f^T> (2^ <ffi-» C3>
If you took the test today, how would you score?

Come find out.
Call today to reserve your seat!

If you ore 18 years of age,
have a good driving record,
a reliable car, and can
document your insurance
coverage, we would like to

Bowling Orson University
Saturday, February 8

KAPLAN

talk wihS you.
Call: 353-5691

1-S00-KAP-TEST

or Stop by

wrww.kaplan.oom

1099 S. Main

X0UR3tflMlf'lartilu)lliii-j''M«ir*y1ad!Tatrt»r»c»veci»r»ri
©1989 Pizza Hut, Inc.

Management Inc.

YOU BELONG WITH THE BEST
Equal Opportunity Employer rrvtti

■>

I
am

^I-8OO-SUNCHASE:
>

■"■■PIMWH—!■

'

'

641 Third St Apt.4, B.G. Resident Manager 362-4380 A

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

fake 2**^
test Driv^

a ro| aTK] fVfJOat, flX OH Oft DftCfl Bid DIM
ram»«.t»rjirjtri*rafOorm.rJ*»0JL ,

You'll enjoy:

840 Fourth St The Willow
House is now Leasing for
next year. 1 bdrm, gas heat.
A/C. starting at $340/month.

1 A 2 Bdrm Aprs. Aval. 12 mo only located @
Univ. Courts. Heat, water, cooking A sewer
ind. Tonal pays elec. and 2 Bdrm aptt. avail 9
A 12 mo leases heal, water cooking, A sewer
Ind. Tenant pays elec Close lo campus.
3S2-0164.

Economic Dtvelopmant Spec aim
Ottawa County Community
Improvement Corporation
Reports c the Director of Economic
Dtvelopmant
Responsibility for Program Mgmnl A Mug
Send Resumes ASAP to
315 Maditon St. Rm 208. Port Clinton, OH
43452

• Earnings potential (Up
to $10/hr. & Greater)
• Bonus for accident-free
drivers
• Flexible hours
• Daily Driver
reimbursement

Management Inc.

Mind your own buelneaa! Coto*Wc-ks is cur
renfly recruiting on campus for a limited number ol summer *97 management positions.
Gam hands on experience tn managing a business m your hometown OpportuniDes available in Toledo, Sylvania, Msumee, and other
areas. Summer earnings 1749,000. To speak
to a camput representative call
1 800^77-1001.

EASTERN EUROPE EMPLOYMENT
Travel Eatiam Europe
by t*achmg batic conversational English in
Prague. Budapest, or Krakow. Inexpensive
Room A Board * other potential benefits. Find
out how to succeed in this field Call: (206)
9.71 3680 exl K55441.

Laser Tag
Sun. Feb. 2.11a.m.-3pm.
Sylvania. Ohio
$20"indudet transportation and 3 laser tag

'mkithodt
bueiiuitufUdd WjJlMmMS
mmKumktck'. mMm "*&*
say hare 1 ptyhtTO. Two tma*nm
hoM vAfi i p*Tty laaiMJul) AM In the
n«tofmtlpnia\mM.Dmw
OK faflWyJMbBW av I ftajit hot root

'Renting now' Houses. Apis. A Room!
for 97/98 school year
318 E. Merry 83 or cal 353-0325
for luting.

EARN «150
Sleep lab need! lemal* ttudtnt* (age 18-28)
to participate in a 48 hr. sleep deprivation exponent this semester Ca« 2-2547or 2-2474 for
into.

Guitantt teekmg to form creative bluet improv.
band Call Wet t? 353-7022

MA

Hop wanted A R*sponsib-0 Person. Must
have phone & car. Opening tor cleaning service days A nights. Will supply all equipment
Contact B'enda at 669 4183

Need a Tutor for Electronics Course Please

Comfortable 2 bc-m apt. avail, in May. Lott ol
storage, dote to camput. 2 lubleasera
needed call 354 4303

annaananana

Efficiency Apartments, 215
E. Poe Rd., Starts at $230. All
utilities included. Half the
security deposit holds it now.

HELP WANTED

'Burtarable'
Sign up Jan 21 -30 m the UAO office. 330Un
Km For more into call 2-7184, tpontored by
UAO

2-14-97

Huge 1 bdrms, 215 E. Poe

Sublessor wanted immediately. On* year old
Campbell Hill apartment. Call 354-7211.

garnet

Coupon Expires

Management Inc.

Myf tubleater needed May- Aug Own room in
4 bdrm house Close to camput
call 353-5190

RUSH KAPPA SIGMA
Open 7 30-9 30 Al rvghls
Jan. 22.23, 28,20
For more info
htto7A»w«.rotter.cornrk*r
One *2S book tcholarthip given
out each nightl

SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY BEACH
FLORIDA SANDPIPER-BEACON BEACH
RESORT. 3 POOLS, 1 INDOOR POOL.
HUGE BEACHSIOE HOT TUB, SUITES UP
TO 10 PEOPLE. TIKI BEACH BAR, HOME
OF THE WORLDS LONGEST KEG PARTY.
FREE INFO
1-800-488-8628
WWW.3ANDPIPERBEACON.COM

DZDZDZDZDZDZDZDZ
Congratulationa to all
109 7 Officers
Here's to tha future.
DZDZDZDZDZDZDZDZ

Tuesday. January 28. 1997

Bring a friend and Win a prize

